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Thank you to our sponsors 
The summit would not have been possible without the support of our sponsors  Thank you to Silver 

Sponsors the California Victim Compensation and Government Claims  Board, Microsoft, and Debix; 

and to Bronze Sponsors AOL, the Children’s Educational Network, ContentWatch, Deloitte & Touche 

LLP, SSH Communications Security, and the Los Angeles County Department of Consumer Affairs 
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overview 
Cyber Safe California was the fifth privacy summit presented by the California Office of Privacy 

Protection, the Department of Consumer Affairs, and the State and Consumer Services Agency, and 

the first to bring together children’s online safety and current consumer privacy issues  Cyber Safe 

California was the product of a successful partnership of government, business, and community 

organizations  The Summit Advisory Committee included leaders of California technology companies, 

privacy and child safety advocacy organizations, and experts in high-tech crime  They worked 

together to create an event that provided advice and resources and a forum for policy discussions 

about future privacy challenges and how to meet them without stifling emerging technologies 

More than 300 consumers, business people, parents, educators, law enforcement officers, 

government leaders, and community activists attended the two-day event in Burbank  On 

the first day, expert panels discussed current public policy issues such as social networking 

Web sites, medical identity theft, and the privacy challenges posed by new technologies  On 

the next day, 15 different workshops provided practical information and guidance on topics of 

interest to consumers, business people, law enforcement, government, and higher education 

Topics included protecting your home computer, Internet safety programs for schools, 

patient privacy rights, data security, and investigating Internet crimes against children 
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summit advisory committee
�
Parry Aftab 
WiredSafety, TeenAngels 

Kimberly Allman 
Recording Industry  
Association of America 

Bill Ashworth 
Yahoo! 

Cathy Coyne 
California State  
Sheriffs’ Association 

Pam Dixon 
World Privacy Forum 

Kathy Door 
Department of Motor Vehicles 

Scott Frizzie 
California Governor’s Office  
of Emergency Services 

Beth Givens 
Privacy Rights Clearinghouse 

Roxanne Gould 
AeA 

Robyn Hines 
Microsoft 

Laura Jeffries 
Association of California  
School Administrators 

Tiffany Jones 
Symantec 

Chris Kelly 
Facebook 

Marc Klaas 
KlaasKids Foundation 

K.J. Lavoie 
California Alliance of  
Boys and Girls Clubs 

Carrie Lopez 
California Department  
of Consumer Affairs 

Lieutenant Bob Lozito 
Sacramento Valley Hi-Tech  
Crimes Task Force 

Larry Magid 
ConnectSafely org 

Kevin McCartney 
Boys and Girls Clubs of America 

Joanne McNabb 
California Office of  
Privacy Protection 

Kathy Moffat 
California State PTA 

Robert Morgester 
California Department of Justice 

Hemanshu Nigam 
MySpace (Fox Interactive Media) 

Tom Oscherwitz 
ID Analytics 

Rebecca Randall 
Common Sense Media 

Afzal Rashid 
California Victim Compensation  
& Government Claims Board 

Luan B. Rivera 
California School Boards 
Association 

Teri Schroeder 
i-SAFE, Inc 

Lynda Swenson 
California Department  
of Consumer Affairs,  
Division of Investigation 

Judi Westberg Warren 
Web Wise Kids 

Dena Wilson 
California Office of the  
Secretary of Education 
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general sessions 

keynote speakers 
Peter Cullen, Chief Privacy Strategist, Microsoft 

“The New Privacy Landscape and Why it Matters” 

Peter Cullen discussed the concept of building consumer trust as a multi-party effort 

“Consumers are concerned about the security and privacy of their personal data  By 

working together, businesses, government, law enforcement, and consumers can better 

protect data and earn consumer trust,” Cullen said  “Business and government must be 

responsible for managing consumer information, law enforcement’s role is to go after 

bad actors, and consumers need to be smart about protecting their information ” 

At Microsoft, Cullen has been a leading advocate for strong and innovative safeguards for personal 

information, privacy, and other data, as well as technologies, services, and processes that enhance 

trust  He is on the board of the International Association of Privacy Professionals and the board 

of TRUSTe, a group dedicated to building trust on the Internet  In 2003, Cullen was honored with 

the IAPP Vanguard Award for Privacy Innovation for his contributions to the privacy profession 

Hemanshu Nigam, Chief Security Officer, MySpace 

“Setting the Bar for Social Networking Safety” 

As Chief Security Officer for News Corp’s Fox Interactive Media, Hemanshu Nigam 

oversees all safety, security, education, privacy, and law enforcement programs for 

MySpace and other Fox Interactive properties  He has also served as a federal and state 

prosecutor against Internet child exploitation and computer crime, as well as an advisor 

to Congress on online child safety, and advisor to the White House on cyber stalking 
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He announced that MySpace has joined with iKeepSafe to release a broadcast public service 

announcement aimed at encouraging parents to talk with teens about their Internet use and 

help them to make smart decisions to be safe online  He explained that MySpace operates on 

the belief that parents are equipped with the know-how and ability to talk with their teens 

about appropriate and safe behavior, but need to extend the conversation to online activities 

Jim Steyer, CEO, Common Sense Media 

“Education and Raising Kids in the New Digital World” 

Jim Steyer is the CEO and founder of Common Sense Media, the nation’s leading 

nonpartisan organization dedicated to improving the media lives of kids and families 

He has spent more than 20 years as one of the most respected experts and entrepreneurs on 

issues related to children’s policy and media in the United States  As CEO, he is responsible for 

the overall leadership of Common Sense Media, the nation’s leading nonpartisan organization 

dedicated to improving the media lives of kids and families  Prior to founding Common Sense, 

Steyer was Chairman and CEO of JP Kids, a respected family media company  Before that, he 

served as president of Children Now, a leading national advocacy and media organization for 

children, which he founded in 1988  Steyer began his career as an elementary school teacher and 

then became a public interest lawyer  He served as a law clerk for the California Supreme Court, 

as a deputy district attorney, and as a civil rights attorney with the NAACP Legal Defense Fund 
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panels 
PA N E L 1  
Internet Safety: What Kids Know —and You Don’t 

The day opened with a dynamic panel in which kids and reporters compared their knowledge 

of safe online practices  In a game show format, Randy Paige, Consumer Interest Reporter for 

KCBS—TV CBS, Los Angeles, and Phil Shuman, Investigative Reporter for KTTV Fox, Los Angeles posed 

questions to the young members of Tweenangels and the kids asked the reporters questions 

With the artful moderating of Larry Magid, syndicated columnist and founder of 

SafeKids com, SafeTeens com, and co-director of ConnectSafely org, the two teams 

covered topics such as spyware and why it’s a danger to your PC, and the secret lingo 

kids use in instant messaging  It was a close contest, but the kids came out on top 

Tweenangels is a group of 9- to 12-year-old volunteers who have been specially trained by 

law enforcement and leading safety experts in all aspects of online safety, privacy, and 

security  After completing the required training, the Tweenangels run programs in schools to 

spread the word about responsible and safe Web surfing to other kids, parents, and teachers 

Tweenangels was founded by Parry Aftab, Executive Director of WiredSafety org 

PA N E L 2 
Emerging Technology and Our New World 

State Chief Information Security Officer Colleen Pedroza moderated a panel of experts 

who discussed how new technologies are affecting our everyday lives, our decisions, 

and our future  How can policymakers ensure that the new world made possible by 

technology is safe without discouraging further technological advances? 
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Harry Valetk, Corporate Privacy Director for MetLife, discussed the impact of social networking 

sites like MySpace, Friendster, and Facebook, which have seen enormous growth over the past 

few years  He pointed out some of the problems caused by the lack of boundaries between our 

social network “friends” and our offline relationships, our online postings and our workplace 

Pam Dixon, Executive Director of the World Privacy Forum, introduced the emerging issue of 

medical identity theft, “the information crime that can kill you ” Medical identity theft occurs 

when someone uses a person’s name or other identifying information to obtain medical services 

or goods, or uses the person’s identity information to make false claims for medical services 

or goods  Medical identity theft can result in fraudulent charges and can also leave a trail of 

falsified information in medical records that can plague victims’ medical and financial lives for 

years  Dixon recommended expanding the rights and recourses available to victims of identity 

theft, including allowing them the ability to remove false information from their files 

Jane Horvath, Senior Privacy Counsel, Google, addressed protecting privacy on the Internet 

The definition of personally identifiable information is evolving, with IP addresses sometimes 

seen as personally identifying  The challenge is to achieve a good balance between privacy 

and security and the panoply of information and services available online  Transparency 

about data collection and use is a critical privacy element, allowing individuals to make 

informed choices  Limiting the retention of personally identifiable information is another 

element, with anonymization of search logs one strategy for protecting privacy while 

enabling the improvement of search algorithms and allowing fraud detection 
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PA N E L 3 
The Reality of Our Children’s Virtual World 

Marc Klaas, president of the KlaasKids Foundation, moderated a panel of experts, who 

discussed the issues facing our children as they work and play in cyberspace 

Denny Shaw, Chief Operations Officer of i-SAFE, presented information on the Internet use patterns 

of kids and teens, from the latest National Assessment Center annual report, At Risk Online, based 

on data provided by kids and teachers  More than 50 million children in the United States have 

Internet access, with more than half having their own e-mail accounts by the sixth grade and 

the majority using the more popular instant messaging by the seventh grade  Among the risky 

online behaviors noted are reckless sharing of personal information online with strangers and 

cyberbullying (threats or insults intended to embarrass, harass, intimidate, and terrify)  The report 

also indicated that intellectual property theft is rampant among youths  Parents overestimate 

what they know about their children’s online activities, and as children grow older, they increasingly 

hide their online activities from parents  Twenty percent of 5th—8th graders and 24 percent of 

9th—12th graders say they are not comfortable going to their parents if they are “in trouble” online 

James Harris, Special Agent, FBI, discussed recent investigations of crimes against children, including 

the story of a young girl who vanished for two weeks  She had told others that her friends online 

were more real to her than her friends in real life  He also discussed the difficulties in locating online 

predators, quoting the famous New Yorker cartoon, “On the Internet, no one knows you’re a dog ” 
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Hemanshu Nigam, Chief Security Officer, Fox Interactive Media and MySpace, stressed that 

teens live their lives online and while there are risks in the online world, the same is true in the 

offline world  Internet safety requires bringing together a number of elements, and parents play 

a key role  In addition to education for teens, parents, and others, advocacy organizations are 

important, as well as trained and effective law enforcement, sound public policy, and industry-

wide leadership  He described MySpace’s safety efforts in the categories of contact, content, 

and collaboration  He concluded by stating that Internet safety is a journey, not a destination 

PA N E L 4  
Can You Find Me Now? 

Kathleen Webb, Director of the Governor’s Office of the Insurance Advisor, moderated a panel 

discussion of the privacy issues raised by the integration of wireless technology with GPS, which 

can enable mountain rescue to find a lost hiker, allow OnStar to unlock your car when you lose your 

keys, help you meet your best friend in the nearest Starbucks−or maybe expose you to a stalker 

Brian Knapp, Vice President of Corporate Affairs for Loopt, Inc., outlined the “privacy by design” 

approach his company took in developing their new location application for mobile phones, 

including consulting with privacy and security organizations  Loopt allows users to turn their 

cell phones into “a social compass ” He explained that the service is permission-based, with 

users having the option to turn off location-sharing at any time on a friend-by-friend basis or 

for all friends at once  The company also provides safety tips and resources for parents 
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Deepti Rohatgi, Policy Director, Yahoo! Inc., spoke about the importance of building customer 

trust in developing new products, particularly when location information is involved  She cited 

the importance of providing notice, choice, and a positive user experience  In the mobile space, 

achieving this can be challenging, given factors such as the small screen and emerging phone 

standards  She emphasized the importance of starting privacy discussions early in the product 

development process and the need to re—evaluate policies as technological changes emerge 

Chris Hoofnagle, Senior Staff Attorney at the Samuelson Law Technology & Public Policy Clinic, 

provided some background for the discussion of location privacy when he reported on a recent 

survey of Californians’ attitudes towards the privacy of location data  The survey found that most 

(65 percent) Californians understand that policy can track their location through wireless phones 

and that even more (83 percent) agreed that the police should be able to locate them through their 

cell phone in an emergency  Respondents were concerned about the police having non-emergency 

access to such data, with more than 70 percent favoring both a subpoena standard and a stronger 

warrant standard before the police could obtain location information from a cell phone company 

PA N E L 5  
Verifying Identity to Prevent Fraud 

California Deputy Attorney General Robert Morgester moderated a panel of experts who discussed 

the challenge of fighting fraud in the online world  Faced with identity theft losses of $40 billion a year, 

businesses are using new technologies and processes to detect and prevent fraudulent transactions 
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Mike Cook, Chief Operating Officer, ID Analytics, Inc., explained that businesses and consumers are 

facing an entirely new genre of risks in transactions, which are now both real-time and remote 

The reliance on consumer identity information to enable “customer not present” transactions 

has put the consumer’s need to protect their identity at odds with a business’s need to make 

instantaneous, yet sound, decisions  The requires a new generation of identity intelligence 

solutions to help organizations meet the challenges of accurately assessing transaction risk 

in a real-time virtual world, while at the same time maintaining data security and privacy 

Avivah Litan, Vice President and Distinguished Analyst, Gartner, Inc., talked about the different 

techniques used in new account fraud and existing account fraud, with weaknesses in identification 

and authentication enabling both forms  She summarized best practices in combating new account 

fraud, which include using client device identification such as geo-location, PC fingerprinting, 

and keystroke biometrics, as well as stepped up applicant verification and document validation 

The challenge of authentication in the use of existing accounts is balancing convenience with 

security, which requires layering with transparent fraud detection  An optimal scenario to prevent 

fraud escalation in the future would include credentialing by a trusted party, federated identify 

management, or a shared user/payer authentication and would require cooperation among 

government, merchants, financial services companies and Internet infrastructure players 

Bill Rosenkrantz, Director of Product Management, Symantec Corp., discussed consumers’ roles 

in protecting themselves from fraud  Protection strategies include using only trusted sites when 

providing sensitive information, checking out new sites before providing any information, and not 

clicking on links in e-mails  He also noted that using a zero-liability payment mechanism like a credit 

card is another way to reduce risk  He recommended that organizations up the ante on authentication 

by being more diligent at customer enrollment, asking more out-of-pocket questions at the time of 

transactions, and using out-of-band methods such as cell phone confirmation to authenticate users 
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Workshops 

1. 	 Law Enforcement Workshop 

Investigating and Prosecuting Internet Crimes Against Children  

(for law enforcement and prosecutors only−POST/MCLE) 

Deputy District Attorney Robin Sax, prosecuting attorney for the Child Sexual Assault Division 

of the L A  County Sex Crimes Unit, conducted a two—hour training course on the investigation 

and prosecution of Internet crimes against children  She provided law enforcement officers 

and prosecutors with information on new investigative techniques, as well as advice on how 

best to work with company experts to track down predators and other online criminals 

2. 	Internet Safety Program Demos (for parents, educators) 

Denny Shaw of i-SAFE, Judi Westberg Warren of Web Wise Kids, and Laurie Nathan 

of NetSmartz, provided a review of their nationally recognized Internet safety 

programs  Workshop participants learned about key program features to determine 

which ones would be appropriate for their children, students, or communities 

3. 	Privacy Practices for Preventing Medical Identity Theft  

(for health care providers, plans, businesses) 

Recent studies have found that medical identity theft is a crime that can cause great harm to 

patients, practitioners, and insurers  Two leading experts on the subject, Sharon Anolik of Blue 

Shield of California and Pam Dixon of the World Privacy Forum, presented workshop attendees 

with a picture of what is known about medical identity theft  They also discussed practices 

that health care providers and plans are using to detect, prevent, and respond to this crime 
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4. 	Protecting Card Data: PCI Data Security Standard (for business and government) 

Large breaches of credit and debit card data at major retailers have focused the 

attention of the public on how retailers and other organizations secure−or don’t 

secure−this data  Kieran Norton, a Senior Manager with Deloitte & Touche’s Enterprise 

Risk Services practice, outlined the “digital dozen” requirements that merchants, state 

agencies, and other organizations that collect payment card data must follow 

5. 	Safe Social Networking Practices (for parents, educators) 

When your children run home from school and log on to the computer, chances are 

they’re visiting one of the many social networking sites  Sites such as MySpace, Facebook 

and Xanga have become the coolest places to hang out for this tech-savvy generation 

In this workshop, Simrin Mangat of MySpace and Nancy Willard of the Center for 

Safe and Responsible Internet Use provided parents and educators with an overview 

of how social networking sites work and how children can take part safely 

6. 	Your Patient Privacy Rights (for consumers) 

Linda Ackerman, Staff Counsel for Privacy Activism, and Beth Givens, Director of the Privacy 

Rights Clearinghouse, described the privacy rights consumers have in relation to their medical 

information  They offered tips for consumers on how to safeguard their medical information 

and provided information on new offerings such as online personal health records 
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7. 	Law Enforcement Workshop—Recognizing Counterfeit California Driver’s License  

(for law enforcement and prosecutors only−POST/MCLE) 

The California driver’s license contains numerous security features that law enforcement 

officers can use to detect counterfeits  Theodora Claudio and Mary Bienko, Supervising 

Investigators for the California Department of Motor Vehicles with a combined 24 years of 

experience, demonstrated techniques for uncovering even the most sophisticated fakes 

8. 	Privacy Breach Response: A Table-Top Exercise (for business and government) 

Stolen laptops, lost backup tapes, and hacked databases make headlines that companies 

and government agencies would rather not see  Ravi Inthiran, a Senior Manager 

with Deloitte & Touche’s Security & Privacy Services practice, led an exercise that 

simulated a real breach incident  The exercise created an experience which workshop 

participants could use to evaluate their own organization’s breach response plans 

9. 	Protecting Your Computer from Viruses, Hackers, and Spies (for consumers) 

Brian Zwit of AOL advised consumers that protecting their privacy online begins at home  He 

instructed workshop participants in how to use appropriate safety measures to protect their 

computers and personal information from viruses, spyware, and other evolving threats 

10. Protecting Privacy on Campus: Identity Theft Prevention for College Students 

(for consumers, higher education) 


Surveys show that 18-to-24-year olds are the most likely to become victims of identity 


theft  Yet college students may undervalue the risks they face and may not know 


how to manage their personal information wisely  Debra Castanon, Privacy Manager 


with the California Office of Privacy Protection, and Jackie Reynolds, UCLA’s Director 


of Campus Services, offered tips for college students and ideas for educators on how 


to build identity theft protection training into existing campus programs
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11. Top 10 Tips for Identity Theft Protection (for consumers) 

Attorney Mari Frank conducted one session of this important and timely consumer workshop, 

and Debra Castanon, Privacy Manager with the California Office of Privacy Protection, led 

another  They provided tips on ways consumers can make themselves less susceptible to identity 

theft, a crime that victimizes more than eight million people a year  Workshop participants were 

told how to protect their personal information in their home, in the mall, and in cyberspace 

12. What Do Kids Do Online? Music, Gaming, and More (for parents, educators, PTA) 

Have you wondered what your kids could be doing on the computer for so long? Jennifer O’Reilly 

of the Entertainment Software Association and Joel Flatow of the Recording Industry Association 

of America provided answers to that question  Kids are doing everything from playing games to 

downloading music and watching movies  These two experts provided parents and educators with 

tips on how they can help children enjoy what the Internet has to offer in a safe and legal manner 

13. Education for Internet Safety: Assembly in a Box (educators, PTA) 

Internet use has become an integral part of our education system and as such, schools 

must use new ways to promote online safety  Eric Clare of the Children’s Way Foundation 

and Denny Shaw of i-SAFE presented information on what schools are currently doing, what 

the future holds, and the latest methods for bringing Internet safety into the school 
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14. Common Sense Practices for Protecting Children Online (for parents) 

Parents are not able to protect their children every minute of the day, and so they must give them 

the tools they need to make good decisions  Rebecca Randall, Director of Outreach for Common Sense 

Media, provided parents with common sense practices for the whole family to use in the online world 

15. Recognizing Counterfeit California Driver’s Licenses at the Point of Sale (for retailers) 

Identity theft and check fraud can victimize consumers and merchants alike  Theodora 

Claudio and Mary Bienko, Supervising Investigators for the California Department of Motor 

Vehicles, teamed up to educate retailers on how to use the many security features built 

into the California driver’s license to detect counterfeits and reduce fraud losses 

16. Law Enforcement Workshop: Investigating and Prosecuting Identity Theft: Advanced Topics 

(for law enforcement and prosecutors only−POST/MCLE)
 

Deputy District Attorney Jonathan Fairtlough from the High Tech Crime Unit of the L A
 

County District Attorney’s Office, and Joanne McNabb, Chief of the California Office of Privacy 


Protection, trained attendees on techniques for investigating and prosecuting identity theft, 


including bail issues and collecting and presenting online evidence  Attendees received a 


number of resources, including ID Theft Reference Manual for California Law Enforcement, and High 


Technology Crime: Email and Internet Chat Prosecutor/Investigator Resource, both on CD-ROM
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Social Networking:
Emerging Technology and Our 


New World
Harry A. Valetk
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The Basics
• Social networks are online communities
• They serve as a place for those who share 


interests and activities to congregate
• They also serve as place to meet others 


with similar interests and activities 
• Social networking sites (e.g., MySpace, 


Friendster, and Facebook) have seen 
enormous growth in the past few years
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Who’s using social 
networking?


• Everyone!
• Youths are the by far heaviest users:


– 60% of teens (12-17 years old) versus 30% of adults 
(18+) use SN


– 60% of teens versus 42% of adults who use SN use 
them daily


– 32% of online teens have been contacted by a 
complete stranger


• Sources: Forrester (June 2007) & Pew Internet & American Life 
Project (April 2007)


• Note: Most popular Social Networks have policies
prohibiting users under 13 years of age
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What are users doing on 
social networks?


“What do you do on social networks like MySpace and Facebook?”


4%


6%


6%


11%


20%


28%


35%


36%


41%


44%


61%


80%


Other


Find someone to date


Communicate with my favorite companies or stores


Communicate with celebrities or bands


Find out about new products


Make plans for the weekend


Find people that I used to know


Find new bands or music


Express my personality


Make new friends


Kill time because I’m bored


See what my other friends are up to


Source: Forrester January 2008
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How much are we sharing?
Percentage of online youth (12-17 years old) who agree with each statement* 


Source: Forrester January 2008


Did you know? 
41% of daily SNS users 
have people on their 
SNS profile or page they 
haven’t met.18%


32%


32%


41%


53%


I use my MySpace or Facebook page to try
to impress people


I have people on my MySpace or
Facebook page that I’ve never met


MySpace and Facebook are good places
to make new friends


I update my main social network profile or
page regularly


I tell the truth on my page/profile
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What are the emerging trends?
Boundaries, boundaries, boundaries 


Boundaries between our social network and our offline 
relationships?
Boundaries between our online confessions and 
commercial interactions?
Boundaries between our online postings and our
workplace?
Boundaries between what’s real and merely 
imaginary? 
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What are the boundaries?
Social. Megan Meier tragedy involving 13-year old suicide after 
quarrel with a boy on MySpace.  Investigators later learned that 
“boy” was actually the parent of one of her schoolmates.
Benefits. New Jersey federal district court granted an insurance 
company’s request for discovery of information children posted 
online about their eating disorders
– “The privacy concerns are far less where beneficiary herself 


chose to disclose the information.” Beye v. Horizon Blue Cross 
Blue Shield of N.J., D.N.J., No. 06-5337 (Jan. 30, 2008)


Work. Student teacher dismissed from teaching program after
MySpace photo taken at costume party showed her holding a plastic 
cup with the caption, “drunken pirate.”
– Court papers show school officials cited student’s posting as an 


example of poor judgment that may promote under-age drinking.
Snyder v. Millersville University, E.D.Pa No. 07-1660
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What impact can social network 
postings have on the workplace?


• Manager?
• At publicly traded 


company?
• Making eligibility 


decisions?
• Up for promotion?
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Questions?
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My Topic


The Internet landscape:


– What our kids/teens 
are doing online today







Now entering . . .
Cyberspace


Pop. 1,022,863,307


and growing . . . 


More than 50 million children in the United States have 
Internet access. They’ve never known life without it!


21st Century Citizens 







• Internet Use Patterns of Kids & Teens


• Some of Their Risky Online Behaviors


Let’s take a look at . . .







National Data Base


i-SAFE, Inc.
www.isafe.org







The National Assessment Center
Annual Report


170,300 Student 
Assessments


Representing


54M  K-12 Students


Data available in standard and custom reports







i-SAFE Internet Safety Education
Assessments


Online – Anonymous – Real-time


Data on adolescents (ages 5-17):
–Demographics
–Online activities
–Online beliefs & attitudes
–Online behaviors & problems
–Changes & trends


K–2: Instructors complete one 
assessment


3–12: Students complete pre-, post-, and 
delayed  assessments


Parent assessments too !







Grades 3-4: Most students are Internet users


Grades 5-12: Almost all students are online


INTERNET  PENETRATION


Students Who Use the Internet


97%


81%


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


Grades 5-12
Students Online


(29,639 surveyed)


Grades 3-4
Students Online


(37,559 surveyed)







INTERNET  USE  PATTERNS


By 6th Grade: More than ½ of students have email accounts


By 7th Grade: Majority of students use chat rooms & IMing


 
Students Communicating Online
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Grade


Students Who Have
Their Own Email
Account (55,629
Students Surveyed)


Students Who Use
Chat Rooms and/or
Instant Messaging
(55,509 Students
Surveyed)







INTERNET  USE  PATTERNS


By 6th Grade: IMing surpasses email as most popular 
form of online communication


Student Online Communication Methods
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Grade


None 


Chat rooms 


Text message/phone 


Email 


IM (Instant Messaging) 


Question: 


" Which Method of 
Communication Do You 
Use the Most When You 
Are Online?"  ( 92,116 
Students Surveyed)


Answer:







INTERNET  USE  PATTERNS


Grades 5-12: Females are more likely to have email 
accounts & communicate in a host of 
ways online


Female Students in Grades 5-12 are More Likely to . . .


32%
37%


58%


68%


25% 28%
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Have a Personal
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INTERNET  USE  PATTERNS


Grades 5-12: Males are more likely than females to 
engage in various inappropriate behaviors


Male Students in Grades 5-12 are More Likely to . . .


24%
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INTERNET  USE  PATTERNS


Downloading movies & music starts early


Most students use the Internet for school purposes 


Many students have their own Web page


Popular Student Activities on the Internet


49%


81%


67%


39%


29%


66%


44%


21%
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Students with a web
page (15,263 surveyed)


Students using the
internet to do homework


(28,470 surveyed)


Students who download
music from the internet


(28,695 surveyed)


Students who download
movies from the internet


( 28,707surveyed)


G5-8
G9-12







INTERNET  USE  PATTERNS


Downloading movies & music not only starts early


Intellectual property theft is RAMPANT among 
youths:


Grades 3-4: 69% Download music illegally


Grades 5-8: 74% Download music/videos illegally


Grades 9-12: 77% Download music/videos illegally







PARENT-CHILD Digital Divide


Children access the Internet in many ways:
Cell Phones – PDAs – Wireless Piggy-Backing


Cyber Cafes – Schools – Friends’ Homes – Libraries


Parental Control Is Easily Circumvented !
Students Who Say They Can Use the Internet Better Than Their 


Parents


81%


61%


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


Grades 9-12 (3,235
surveyed)


Grades 5-8 (13,189
surveyed)


Children believe 
they have better 
Internet skills  than 
their parents







PARENT-CHILD Digital Divide


Children’s Internet skills are AWESOME!


They include circumventing filtering software used by 
parents, schools & libraries


Students Who Have Circumvented a Software Filter


27%


20%


15%


16%


0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%


Grade 9-12


Grade 5-8
Females
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PARENT-CHILD Digital Divide
Parents overestimate what they know about their 
children’s online activities


Almost all parents say they established Internet use rules, 
but many students disagree


Parents Versus Children on Internet Rules


93%


Grade 5-8, 72%


Grade 9-12, 55%


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


Parents Who Say They Have Made Rules
for Their Children’s Internet Activities


(4,610 surveyed)


Students Who Say Their Parents Have
Made Internet Rules for Them (15,344


surveyed)







PARENT-CHILD Digital Divide


24% (9-12 graders) 20% (5-8 graders) not comfortable going 
to their parents if “IN TROUBLE” online !


Parents appear to be oblivious to their children’s risky 
online behavior 


Parents Versus Children on Meeting Internet Strangers
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Parents Who Believe
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Internet (4,513 Parents
Surveyed)
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Someone From the
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Students Surveyed)







Risky / Inappropriate Online Behaviors


Grades 5-8: 20%


Grades 9-12: 21%


Males in Grades 5-12: 23%


Females in Grades 5-12: 17%


STUDENTS WHO HAVE MET        
IN PERSON WITH          


SOMEBODY THEY MET ONLINE







Risky / Inappropriate Online Behaviors


Predators use personal information to establish 
relationships & locate victims (duh!)


Many students are reckless in sharing personal 
information online (with strangers)


Students Who Have Shared Personal Information While 
Meeting Someone Online for the First Time


23%


13%


0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%


Grades 9-12 (3,250
surveyed)


Grades 5-8 (13,261
surveyed)







Risky / Inappropriate Online Behaviors
Cyber Harassment


Cyber Bullying: Threats/insults intended to embarrass,
harass, intimidate, and terrify


Cyber Stalking: Unwanted and repeated pursuit 
or contacts


Cyber Harassment on the Internet


32%
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Risky / Inappropriate Online Behaviors


The Internet offers children many opportunities to 
engage in unsafe - inappropriate - illegal behavior


The majority of students in grades 9-12 admit they have 
taken advantage of such opportunities


High School Students Who Admit to Incidents of Unsafe, 
Inappropriate, or Illegal Online Behavior


71%


61%
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Risky / Inappropriate Online Behaviors


As they grow older children increasingly: 


• Engage in online lies and Internet related deceptions


• Hide their online activities from parents


Lies and Deceptions Online
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Hidden Online
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Students Who Have
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Risky / Inappropriate Online Behaviors


High school students are visiting alcohol company and 
gambling Web sites


Wonder why?


16% of HS males have gambled online


High School Students Visiting Inappropriate Websites
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PROBLEM


How to Achieve Internet Safety
for


Youth ?





		i-SAFE Internet Safety Education�Assessments

		PROBLEM���How to Achieve Internet Safety�for�Youth ?






Protecting Privacy on the Internet
California Cyber Safe California Summit 2008
Panel 2. Emerging Technology and Our New World


Jane Horvath
Senior Privacy Counsel







The Future of Privacy on the Internet


Three Main Issues:


1. What is Personally Identifiable Information?


2. How do we Interact with users?


3. Government Access to Data?







What is Personally Identifiable Information?


• Are IP Addresses or other unique identifiers Personally Identifiable 
Information?


• Compliance with laws:  Access/Correction, Choice?


• Is there a Third Way?







Transparency around data collection


123.45.67.89 - 25/Mar/2003 10:15:32 - http://www.google.com/search?q=cars -
Firefox 1.0.7; Windows NT 5.1 - 740674ce2123e969 


Internet Protocol address 
assigned to the user by 
the user's ISP; depending 
on the user's service, a 
different address may be 
assigned to the user by 
their service provider each 
time they connect to the 
Internet


the date and time of 
the query the requested URL, including the search query


the browser and 
operating system 
being used


the unique cookie ID assigned to this particular computer the first 
time it visited Google. (Cookies can be deleted by users. If the user 
has deleted the cookie from the computer since the last time s/he 
visited Google, then it will be the unique cookie ID assigned to the 
user the next time s/he visits Google from that particular computer).


Transparency - explaining data that Google collects
(Google Privacy FAQ:  http://www.google.com/privacy_faq.html#serverlogs)







Anonymizing server logs


•We will anonymize our server logs after 18 months
Google was the first leading search company to have a public policy to 
anonymize its records, prompting other companies to follow our lead


•Balancing various factors:  privacy, security, and improving our services. Our 
reasons are posted online for everyone to see


http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2007/05/why-does-google-remember-information.html
http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2007/06/how-long-should-google-remember.html


•We have good reasons for retaining search server logs for a number of reasons:
• to improve our search algorithms for the benefit of users 
• to defend our systems from malicious access and exploitation attempts 
• to maintain the integrity of our systems by fighting click fraud and web spam 
• to protect our users from threats like spam and phishing 


123.45.67.XX -25/Mar/2003 10:15:32 -http://www.google.com/search?q=cars -
Firefox 1.0.7; Windows NT 5.1 - XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX







Provide clear, simple notice


•Transparency and choice


Design products that make 
privacy impact clear to users 
and provide meaningful 
choice whenever possible


• Avoid “legalistic” language


• We try to be “googley”


• Educate via other mediums, 
like privacy videos


• Experiment!


QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor


are needed to see this picture.







Three flavors of Google search
Not signed-in


Signed-in with search history


Signed-in with toolbar and web history







Web History // Putting users in control of their data







Web History // Pausing







Web History // Removing items







Street View: thinking about privacy and security







•Commitment to Network Advertising Initiative principles 
• Notice to consumers


• Opt-out cookies


Experimentation with ways to improve privacy practices
• Better mechanisms for providing notice


• Ways to crumble cookies


Privacy considerations & targeted marketing


standard banner ad


Google display ad


Ad feedback page


URL of advertiser







Privacy and government requests for data


•The Legal Case:  US Department of Justice engaged in a lawsuit about the 
constitutionality of a 1998 US law, called Children’s Online Protection Act, to 
determine if software filters would be effective in meeting the law’s goals without 
impinging on free speech.  DOJ sent a subpoena to Google, as well as AOL, 
Yahoo, MSN, and others. DOJ asked Google for billions of URLs and millions of 
search queries.  Google went to court to resist this subpoena, on the grounds that it 
was excessive, not relevant, invaded our users’ privacy, and put our intellectual 
property at risk.  Judge Ware ruled in Google’s favor (produce 5000 URLs, and no 
search queries).  Important legal precedent on the need to balance government’s 
access to info against users’ expectation of privacy


•The Fourth Amendment:  Is it still relevant?


•Implications for Europe:  Data Retention will increase data, and increase cases 
where governments access data.  







Global privacy standards


•
Create a minimum global standard, 


built around international consensus,
that is flexible, 


technologically neutral, 
and forward looking


•Good news:  Broad consensus around OECD and APEC standards


•Challenge:  Convincing national legislators that it’s in their own national interest to create 
privacy protection regimes


•Copyright is a good analogy
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Corporate Practices for Preventing
Medical Identity Theft


Sharon A. Anolik, Esq., CIPP
Director of Corporate Compliance and Ethics 


Chief Privacy Official
Blue Shield of California


Cyber Safe California Summit
March 5, 2008


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.
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Overview
• The Reality of Medical ID Theft
• Identifying Risks
• Minimizing Risks


– Data Safeguards
– Assessment Program
– PIRP


• Summary


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







In the News
Medical Identity Theft: The Information Crime that Can Kill You


Medical Identity Theft Remains Problematic 


Lieber Introduces Security Breach Bill to Protect Patient Records 


ID Theft Infects Medical Records


Paperwork nightmare for medical ID theft victims


The nightmare of medical identity theft 


Your Medical Records, Stolen!


Diagnosis: Identity Theft


"It's an old problem that people 
are becoming more aware of…” 1 


Byron Hollis
BCBSA National Anti Fraud Director


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Potential Impacts
• To Companies


– Litigation
– Bad Press
– Tarnished Reputation
– Customer Retention Decrease
– Financial Loss


• To Individuals
– Affected Credit History
– Difficulty Obtaining Subsequent Health Coverage
– Time and Energy


among others…


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Identifying Your Corporate Risks


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Where are your weak links?
•Determine where your organization is most prone to 
a breach.


– Self Evaluation
• Companies often neglect to improve solutions initially implemented 


for HIPAA compliance.
• Physical and Technical Security
• Privacy and Security departments responsibilities are often not well 


defined or coordinated.


– External Exposure
• Offshoring
• Business Associates/Vendors
• Outsourcing


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Minimizing the Likelihood and 
Magnitude of Your Risk


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Reduce Your Corporate Exposure #1


Strengthen data security by implementing and enforcing 
adherence to proper procedures.


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Implement Physical Safeguards
• Corporate Facilities


- Restrict building access
- Enforce badged entry
- Lock storage rooms, file cabinets and desk drawers
- Encourage the use of screen lock


• Laptops
- Keep secure at all times (even in your own office and home)
- Never leave unattended (i.e. in a vehicle, restaurant, hotel room, 
airplane, or security checkpoint)
- Lock with a cable device
- Encrypt


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Implement Technical Safeguards
• Apply read/write restrictions when possible (to files, folders, drives, etc.)


• Enforce least-privilege when designing user and system access 
controls.²


• Monitor the movement of sensitive data within the confines of the 
internal network, including to/from mobile storage devices.²


• Encrypt or password-protect data and data storage devices (laptops, 
USB/thumb/keychain drives, CD/DVDs, etc.)


• Strengthen passwords.


- replace defaults immediately
- change regularly
- do not write them down
- do not share them with anyone


Create a STRONG Password
Combine mixed case, numeric and special 
characters in combinations of six or more.


Sample 1:  Chose a line from a song, poem or 
movie.  Use the first letter of each word and 
replace some letters with numbers and special 
characters. (plenty of room at the Hotel California 
= POr@thCA)


Sample 2:  Combine words and numbers you find 
easy to remember.  (your dog’s name & your 
phone number = F6i5d2o3)







Reduce Your Corporate Exposure #2


Create and Implement a
Business Associate Assessment Program


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Types of Assessment Programs
• In-House


– All program development and implementation is handled within 
your organization.


• Outsourced
– Your assessment program is developed and implemented by an 
external consultant.


• Hybrid
– A third party develops an assessment program that is implemented 
and supported by your organization.


• Shared
– Multiple covered entities work together to:
• evaluate a common Business Associate
• hire a third party to perform an assessment on their collective behalf


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Assessment Approaches
DESK-LEVEL: completed within your office, without a visit to your BA.


ON-SITE: desk review followed by an on-site assessment of your BA.


Limitations
1. Limited to the information your BA 


provides
2. Phone interviews may not produce results 


comparable to those done in person
3. On-site assessment may still be necessary


Benefits
1. Reduces audit costs
2. Ease on staff schedules


- interviews done via phone
3. Normally quicker to complete


Limitations
1. Increase audit costs
2. Time and resource constraints
3. Not as flexible to change


Benefits
1. Shows you take compliance seriously
2. Enables you to observe actual operations
3. Provides a better understanding of 


security requirement compliance







Who to Assess?
•Identify which of your BAs are key business partners 
or sources of significant liability.
• Develop selection criteria, and clearly explain why 
BAs are chosen for review.
• Notify internal stakeholders of planned assessments.


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Do Your Homework
•Review your BA agreement to ensure Privacy and 
Security Rules are addressed, and other important 
provisions are included.
• Understand what your BA does for your organization.
• Review your underlying contract with your BA.
• Identify areas where your BA’s compliance 
approach or processes differ significantly from those 
adopted by your organization.
• Note prior security and privacy problems, 
remediation, mitigation for your BA.
• Review provisions governing BA audit rights and 
access to BA facilities and policies/procedures.


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







It’s a Team Effort
•Develop standard templates (agenda, communications, 
document requests, checklists, interview questionnaire, root cause 
analysis chart, corrective action plan)


• Leverage findings from other reviews and audits.
• Check with your organization’s legal advisors 
regarding Attorney-Client privilege for both the 
assessment itself, and the report of your findings.
• Confirm internal stakeholder agreement, and set BA 
expectations accordingly.


– Involve the business unit that your BA primarily serves.
– Define assessment scope, roles/responsibilities, tools to be used, and 
quality expectations.


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







The Assessment Itself
• Define your methodology:


– Approach 1:  Focus on a specific agreement requirement or HIPAA 
provision, and follow your BA process for compliance or response.
– Approach 2:  Focus on a BA business area, and map functions back 
to the requirement or provision.


• Questionnaire Tips:
– Cite the specific provision on which the question is based.
– Structure the questionnaire so that root cause analysis can be easily 
conducted.


• Visit the facility to validate your BA’s physical 
safeguards.
• Ensure BA personnel selected to participate in the 
assessment have appropriate knowledge and 
authority, and meet with employees at various levels. 
• Know your assessment plan, process and 
documentation – even if it’s outsourced.


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Findings, Fixes & the Future
•Findings


– Document both recurring and isolated findings.  Highlight areas that 
may be systemic.
– Clearly identify findings and quantify the impact of each issue.
– Identify areas where your BA’s compliance approach, 
policies/procedures, or other processes differ significantly from those 
adopted by your organization.


• Fixes
– Ensure the final corrective action plan includes timeliness and
identifies those responsible for completion.
– Offer recommendations on how to rectify the issues.


• Future
– Plan a follow-up assessment to ensure corrective action plan 
implementation.
– Monitor BA continued compliance.
– Review your assessment process and identify areas for improvement.


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Reduce Your Corporate Exposure #3


Create a Privacy Incident Response Plan (PIRP)
to handle incidents so that your company can react 


appropriately, efficiently and consistently
when an incident occurs.


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Prepare
Plan
Practice
Perfect


• Know the law and other regulatory 
requirements.


• Define the purpose and objectives of your PIRP.


• Understand how your PIRP will impact or is 
impacted by other departments’ Incident 
Response Plans.


• When developing or updating a PIRP, look at 
industry standards and practices to help 
determine reasonable response times and 
mitigation steps.


• Know your organization’s data:


- what you have


- who uses it


- how it is used


- how it is protected


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







•Define your Privacy Incident Response Team (PIRT)


- Determine which department within your 
organization will be responsible for managing 
your PIRP


- Designate a person to determine if your PIRP 
activation criteria have been met in the event 
of an incident.


- Identify appropriate organizational players and 
define their responsibilities (i.e. Legal, Privacy, 
Security, Internal/External Communications, 
Business Unit Management)


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.


Prepare
Plan


Your Team


Practice
Perfect







•Develop an Action Plan


-Define and document incident escalation 
criteria and the process for activating your PIRP.


- Include specifications for events occurring 
outside of normal business hours.


- Include logistics (i.e. predetermine conference 
call and meeting location information).


- Document the location of your data and PIRT 
contact information.


- Have processes in place to:


• assign incidents to the appropriate team


• notify appropriate stakeholders of the 
incident


• quantify the impact of the incident


• rectify and mitigate the incident


• solidify and document the appropriate 
steps to resolve the issue


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.
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Plan
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•Develop a Communication Plan, including:


-Sample templates (notification letters, 
customer service talking points, interview 
questionnaire, final and status reports and 
content requirements)


- Approved language to use for various 
audiences and incident


- Document how to notify affected 
individuals and employees


- Document when you will use press release 
vs. personal letters


- Document how to determine if the 
impacted parties require legal notification as 
a result of the incident


- Determine how frequently messages or 
status updates should be expected by PIRT 
members


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.


Prepare
Plan
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Practice
Perfect







• Identify examples of incidents that could 
trigger PIRP activation (for both your 
organization and your partners).


• Conduct simulation exercises.


• Ensure PIRT members know their roles and 
what is expected of them.


• Report simulation incident results to your 
PIRT and senior management.


• Address lessons learned and update your 
PIRP as required.


• Work with Senior Management.


• Encourage internal departments to act 
collaboratively instead of defensively.


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.


Prepare
Plan
Practice
Perfect







• Notify your organization that a PIRP exists.


• Require PIRT training.


• Keep PIRT contact information current.


• Review, test and update your PIRP regularly.


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.


Prepare
Plan
Practice
Perfect







Summary
• Establish the tone that your company takes privacy 
and security seriously.
• Be proactive about protecting PHI.
• Know where your data goes and why.
• Impose performance standards and penalties.
• Identify and enforce reporting requirements.
• Require a vendor to meet certain standards before 
entering into a contract.
• Share best practices with others – business 
associates, subsidiaries, etc.
• Know what to do and who to call in the event of an 
incident.


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.







Contact Information
Privacy Office
P.O. Box 272540
Chico, CA 95927-9914
(w) 888.266.8080
(f)  800.201.9020 
(e) blueshieldca_privacy@blueshieldca.com


Sharon A. Anolik, Esq., CIPP
Blue Shield of California
Director of Corporate Compliance and Ethics
Chief Privacy Official
(w) 415.229.6903
(e) sharon.anolik@blueshieldca.com


© 2008 Blue Shield of California.  All rights reserved.
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The Reality of Our Children's World; 
Cyber Safe California Summit
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The Fox Interactive Media Family







Parents


Technology


Education


NGOs


Law Enforcement


Public Policy


Industry Relations


International


A Strong Foundation for Online Safety







Work with Law Enforcement


Contact Content Collaboration


Keep predators off of 
MySpace


Keep inappropriate 
content off of 
MySpace


Technology that 
empowers parents


Prevent unwanted 
contact


Block teen access 
from age -
inappropriate 
content


Education


Contact, Content and Collaboration







Safety Features/Protecting users from 
Inappropriate Contact    







Safety Features/Protecting users from 
Inappropriate Content


All images and 
videos uploaded 
are reviewed to 
keep inappropriate 
content off the 
site. 







Registered Sex Offenders


Project Sentinel S.A.F.E.
More Than 63,000 RSOs in California 







Registered Sex Offenders


Email Legislation 
11 states thus far have passed legislation requiring RSO’s to register their email 


addresses and enacted related punishments for non-compliance including 
additional jail time


The United Kingdom and Australia are exploring similar legislation.







Registered Sex Offenders


Email Legislation 


11 states thus far have passed legislation requiring 
RSO’s to register their email addresses and 


enacted related punishments for non-compliance 
including additional jail time


The United Kingdom and Australia are exploring similar legislation.







Resources for Teachers, Parents and Teens







Education Outreach Program 
• School Guide


• Teacher Guide 


• Teen Guide


Partnerships
• The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children


• National Crime Prevention Council


• ConnectSafely


• Enough is Enough 


• iKeepSafe


• Wired Safety


• Partnership for a Drug-Free America


• National Suicide Prevention Lifeline


What We’re Doing: 
Education through Guides and Partnerships



http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.mcsc.ca/new_ncmec_off.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.mcsc.ca/links.asp&h=198&w=306&sz=9&tbnid=z5gQHKGzR0Q6cM:&tbnh=72&tbnw=112&hl=en&start=2&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dnational%2Bcenter%2Bfor%2Bmissing%2Band%2Bexploited%2Bchildren%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26safe%3Doff

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.wiredsafety.org/resources/graphics/ws-logo-538-284.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.wiredsafety.org/resources/graphics.html&h=284&w=538&sz=17&tbnid=3WMPhvwh-uLXJM:&tbnh=68&tbnw=130&hl=en&start=3&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dwiredsafety.org%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26safe%3Doff

http://www.ncpc.org/

http://www.connectsafely.org/





Law Enforcement 


• Ongoing support, training and materials for local, 
state and federal law enforcement


• 24/7 dedicated hotline- not just for emergencies


• Trained over 2,500 law enforcement officers 


• Created and distributed the Law Enforcement Guide 
and One Sheet to over 4,000 law enforcement 
officers 


• Partnership with NCMEC



http://school.discoveryeducation.com/clipart/images/policebadge.gif





Internet safety is a journey…
Not a destination.
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Mission Statement:Mission Statement:
Empowering TodayEmpowering Today’’s Youth tos Youth to


Make Wise Choices OnlineMake Wise Choices Online
A 501A 501--(c3) Nonprofit Organization(c3) Nonprofit Organization







•Parents


•Educators


•Community Leaders


•Law Enforcement


•Community Sponsors


•After-School Programs


•Corporations, Foundations,  
Individual Donors


COMMUNITY SHIELD APPROACH







The Web Wise Kids’ Approach


• Divergence from the lecture format:
Web Wise Kids offers Fun and Educational CD Rom and 


downloadable computer detective games called 
MISSING, Mirror Image and Air Dogs.


• Ongoing support and education:


Web Wise Kids offers parents, teachers, youth leaders, and 


law enforcement the use of a prepared Internet safety 


program. 







Children Need To Learn


• That they are vulnerable to predators, even 
if they feel invincible.


• How foolish it is to post personal information 
and photos online.


• How to remain as anonymous as possible 
when using the Internet to avoid 
endangering themselves.


• How to recognize and repel the advances of 
a predator.


• What to do and who to talk to if they feel 
they have been approached by a stranger 
online.


• That it is NEVER a good idea to meet 
someone in person, that they have “gotten 
to know” online.







Obstacles to Safety


Most parents do not talk to their teens about Internet Safety 
for 3 reasons:


• Lack of Knowledge
Some parents are uninformed about the Internet and its safety 
hazards.


• Denial 
Some parents do not  want to admit that their child could be 
endangered by their poor Internet habits.


• Discomfort
Some parents feel uncomfortable or awkward talking about 
Internet safety to their child.







Benefits To Using Video Games As 
Skill Building & Learning Tools


• Children learn the consequences of behavior from the characters 
in the video game. 


• Children learn from “trial and error” without dangerous real life 
consequences. 


• Empathy builder: Children see how characters are impacted by 
decisions. 


• Children are encouraged to cooperate and use teamwork to be 
successful in 2-3 player mode. 


• Children internalize the message of online safety, becoming their 
own first line of defense.


• And did I mention, kids LOVE playing video games? 







“MISSING”







Why Our Games Work


InnovativeInnovative
FunFun
EducationalEducational
Easy for any Easy for any 
facilitator to usefacilitator to use
Challenging for Challenging for 
teensteens
Avoids the Avoids the 
““lecturelecture”” formatformat







Issues To Address With High School 
Students In The CyberCops Series


• Cyberstalking
• Online 


Relationships
• The Modeling Lure
• Piracy
• Bullying







A computer game about 
Cyberstalking.


• Takes approximately 
35 minutes to play


• Based on a true story
• Discussion and safety 


plan included


The CyberCops Series
MIRROR IMAGE







Goals of Mirror Image


STUDENTS LEARN:
• Never to post photos or 


personal information 
online


• Use anti-virus programs 
to block Trojans and 
spyware


• If someone is harassing 
you online, log off and 
tell a trusted adult.











The CyberCops Series
AIRDOGS







Playing Air Dogs


A computer game about piracy and 
online bullying.


Takes approximately 35 minutes to 
play
Based on a true story
Discussion and safety plan 
included


STUDENTS LEARN:
Never to pirate software
Don’t steal online
Report bullying











•Parent Education Program


•Divided into five stand alone, self-paced modules


•Take an average of 20 minutes each to work through


Wired With Wisdom







Our Goals for Wired With Wisdom


• To educate parents and teachers about 
online safety with the “Wired With 
Wisdom” program.


• To initiate communication between parents 
and teens about online hazards.







WIRED WITH WISDOMWIRED WITH WISDOM


Accommodates various degrees of computer aptitude
Everyone can benefit, whether they are a novice or an 


experienced user.


Accommodates various learning styles
Interesting format appeals to people who learn with different 


learning styles (visual, auditory, etc.).


Measures Results
Using online assessments, e-learning makes it possible to 


measure knowledge retention, areas of improvement and 
performance results.







User-Friendly Modules


Fire Station Module
• Overall tips for Internet Safety


Library Module
• What you need to know about the World Wide Web


Café Module
• What you need to know about Chat Rooms & Instant Messaging


Post Office Module
• What you need to know about E-mail


Art Supply Module
• What you need to know about Personal Websites















New updated Version


• Tested by Department of Juvenile Justice


• New segment on Social Networking


• New segment on Safe Cell Phone use


• New segment on Bullying


• New audio (so program can be partially listened to rather 
than read)







Exciting New Announcement


• WEB WISE KIDS IS PROUD TO 
ANNOUNCE THE DEVELOPMENT OF A 
NEW GAME ADDRESSING THE SAFE USE 
OF CELL PHONES


• FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE 
JOIN US AT OUR PRESS CONFERENCE 
TODAY OVER THE LUNCH HOUR.







Contact Us
P.O. Box 27203


Santa Ana, CA 92799
Office (714) 435-2885  


or  
1-866-WEB-WISE
Fax (714) 435-0523 


www.webwisekids.org



http://www.webwisekids.org/
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• Current technology trends and associated behaviors


• Up-to-date relevant research


• Education (IAW accepted educational standards)


• Parent involvement (as colleagues, not disciplinarians)


Research tells us that successful strategies 
(Best Practices) must include:


PROBLEM = How to Achieve             
Internet Safety for Youth







Solution = i-SAFE
Founded in 1998


Endorsed & Funded by US Congress


i-SAFE, Inc. is a nonprofit organization
dedicated to educating and empowering youth 


to make their Internet experiences safe and responsible







Why i-SAFE ?
• Internet safety resources go well beyond surface-level 


“awareness”


• Comprehensive Internet safety education for:
– Educators
– Students
– Parents
– Law Enforcement
– Others


• Internet safety education resources are delivered in a 
wide variety of media formats







i-SAFE Internet Safety Education


Students who complete i-SAFE internet safety 
education are highly likely to change a number of their 
Internet beliefs & behaviors


Yes
91%


They will now make better 
choices about where they 


go and what they do on the 
internet


 (52,724 students in 
grades 3-12 surveyed)


Yes
88%


They will now be more careful 
when sharing personal 


information on the internet 
(59,238 students in


grades 3-12 surveyed)







i-SAFE Education Outcomes


30%


40%


50%


60%


70%


80%


90%


100%


5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Grade


They now can see and stay
away from dangerous
things on the Internet
(48,793 students surveyed)


They are now less likely to
meet someone from the
internet “face to
face”(31,009 students
surveyed)
They will now make better
choices on what to
download from the internet
(28,584 students surveyed)


Students with Previously Unsafe Online Habits Who Say . . .







i-SAFE
• Trains Educators


– Quality professional development on current technology issues
– A means to link education standards to meaningful classroom 


Internet Safety curriculum


• Empowers Students
– Stimulates discussion, critical thinking, and cooperative learning
– Allows youth to internalize knowledge, set positive behavioral 


responses, and transfer knowledge to online experiences
– Creates culture adoption through peer-to-peer interaction and 


youth empowerment activities at all grade levels


• Enables Parents & Community Members
– Provides vital internet safety knowledge AND training
– Creates motivated leaders of all ages 
– Uses existing social structure to achieve positive cultural change







Two Categories 
of 


Internet Safety Resources


• EDUCATION:
• Professional Development 
• K-12 Curriculum
• Assessments
• Library Safe Card Program


• OUTREACH:
• Assembly Experience 
• i-MENTOR
• i-PARENT
• i-FIFTY +
• i-SHIELD







Education Resources
Professional Development Program (PDP)


• Comprehensive Internet safety training (4 hours)


• Prepares educators, law enforcement professionals 
and others to teach Internet safety to: 


• Educators
• Students
• Parents
• Law Enforcement







Education Resources


4 delivery (media) formats:


• Live / Onsite (Presenter & PowerPoint with videos)
• Live / Onsite (DVD video)
• i-LEARN Online (On-demand anywhere anytime)
• Virtual Training Academy (Live online & scheduled)


Professional Development Program (PDP)







Education Resources
K-12 Curriculum


Broad range of materials and media formats, 
meeting a variety of teaching and learning needs







Education Resources


• For students at all grade levels
• For students with different learning styles
• For teachers with varying technology skills
• For classrooms with/without computers
• Meets National Education Technology Standards 


(NETS) and state academic standards
• More than 130 individual lesson plans


K-12 Curriculum







5 Core Topic Modules
Cyber Community Citizenship K-12
Cyber Security K-12
Personal Safety K-12
Predator Identification 5-12
Intellectual Property 3-12


Education Resources
K-12 Curriculum







Library of Webcasts (Recommended Grade Level 9–12)
• Privacy and the Internet
• Cyber Relationships
• Intellectual Property
• Security: Malicious Code
• Security: Cyber Citizenship
• Social Issues
• Pornography on the Web
• Cyber Harassment: Bullying and Stalking Online


Education Resources
K-12 Curriculum







• SERVICE LEARNING is a growing area of interest to educators.


• It takes community service one step further by incorporating the
service experiences of students directly into their schoolwork.


• We make that possible with a number of Service-Learning Lessons 
(Recommended Grade Level 9–12):


• Public-Service Announcements (PSAs)
• Orientation Presentation
• Student Assembly
• Community Posters
• Library Safe Card Program
• i-Adopt-A-School
• i-PARENT Program
• Community Leaders Meeting
• Brochure Distribution


Education Resources
K-12 Curriculum







The National Assessment Center
Annual Report – SY 2005-2006


170,300 Student 
Assessments


Representing


54M  K-12 Students


Data Available in Standard and Custom Reports







Library Safe Card


Students: Read through tutorial slides, 
Advance at their own pace, and 
Take a 10 question QUIZ


Provides “Rules of the Road,” ensuring students 
understand what online behaviors are expected from 
them when using the library’s computers


CD format 







• 5 one-hour interactive 
multimedia programs for grades 
5-12:


• Online Predators (1)
• Cyber Security (1)
• Intellectual Property (3)


– “What’s the Download?”
– “Music Rules:  Learn B4U Burn”
– “Donny the Downloader”


• True-life stories, videos and 
lighting


• Serves as a launch pad for the 
DRiVE Campaign


Outreach Resources
The Assembly Experience







Outreach Resources
i-MENTOR


Certified i-MENTORs:


• Work with younger 
students


• Act as classroom 
instructors


• Organize events


i-MENTOR Resources:
• Certified Mentor Training CD


• PowerPoint Presentations


• Leader & Participant Training Manuals


• Cyber Bullying & Mentor Videos







Student Mentor Program


UT Mentor Wins Filmmaker Contest


CA Mentors Create Video PSAs


MD Mentor Speaks to Congress


MO Mentors Win Poster Contest







Outreach Resources
i-PARENT


i-LEARN Online:
• 6 on-demand video modules


Virtual Training Academy:
• 2 Live Online PowerPoint Presentations


CDs:
• 5 Videos


• 6 PowerPoint Presentations (scripted)


• Forms & Downloads


• “HOW TO” Guide







Outreach Resources
i-FIFTY+


i-LEARN Online:


6 on-demand video modules


Forms and downloads







Prosecutors & law enforcement officials (federal, state + local)
• Form i-SHIELD Task Forces that work in partnership with i-SAFE


• Using i-SAFE resources


• Educating teachers, students, parents and others about Internet safety


• i-LEARN Online
5 video resource modules


Outreach Resources







“Internet Safety Issues”


Cyber Community Citizenship
Physical vs. Cyber Community
Inappropriate Sites
Inappropriate Behavior
Personal Safety
Cyber Safety
Internet Predators
Intellectual Property
Identity Theft
Cyber Bullying
Social Networking


Outreach Resources
Awareness Handouts







Internet Safety TIP SHEETS on:


Cyber Predators 
Cyber Bullying Awareness 
E-mail Threats
Identity Theft
Internet Frauds & Scams
Intellectual Property
Malicious Code
Personal Safety
Social Networking


Outreach Resources
Awareness Handouts







i-SAFE, Inc.
www.isafe.org
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Focus of the Presentation


PCI Overview


• Background


• Current Environment


• Key Considerations


This publication contains general information only and Deloitte & Touche LLP is not, by means of this publication, rendering accounting, business, financial, investment, 
legal, tax, or other professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, nor should it be used as a basis for any 
decision or action that may affect your business. Before making any decision or taking any action that may affect your business, you should consult a qualified professional 
advisor.
Deloitte & Touche LLP its affiliates and related entities shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any person who relies on this publication.







PCI Overview:
Background
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What is the PCI DSS?


• The Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard (DSS) represents a set of 
fundamental security requirements, industry tools and measurements that address the 
handling of sensitive (i.e., cardholder) information. 


• The PCI DSS comprises six control objectives and 12 primary requirements. The six 
control objectives are:


– Build and Maintain a Secure Network


– Protect Cardholder Data


– Maintain a Vulnerability Management Program


– Implement Strong Access Control Measures


– Regularly Monitor and Test Networks


– Maintain an Information Security Program


• The PCI DSS program documentation also includes common auditing and scanning 
procedures, as well as a Self-Assessment Questionnaire. 
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PCI Compliance Programs


• Maintenance of the PCI DSS is overseen by the PCI Security Standards Council, 
an organization founded by American Express, Discover Financial Services, JCB, 
MasterCard Worldwide, and Visa International. 


• While the PCI DSS serves as an industry standard, individual payment brands —
and not the PCI Security Standards Council — are responsible for accepting 
or declining recommendations of compliance from Qualified Security Assessors (QSAs) 
and Approved Scanning Vendors (ASVs). 


• Key payment brand compliance programs include: 
– Visa’s U.S.-based Cardholder Information Security Program (CISP) and the international 


Account Information Security (AIS) program


– MasterCard’s Site Data Protection (SDP) program


– American Express’ Data Security Operating Policy (DSOP)
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PCI Compliance Validation


• PCI compliance is required by all entities that store, process, or transmit cardholder 
information. 


• In order to be considered “PCI compliant,” an entity must comply with all of the 
requirements in the PCI DSS (either directly or through appropriate compensating 
controls).


• Compliance validation requirements vary depending on the payment brand program 
and the merchant or service provider level (e.g., Level 1 through 4). 


• PCI level assignments are generally based on the number of transactions processed by 
the merchant or service provider; however, any merchant who experiences a breach 
that resulted in an account data compromise or is identified as a Level 1 merchant by 
any one of the payment brands, is automatically designated a Level 1 merchant by all 
payment brands. 


• Merchants/service providers whose compliance validation requires on-site security 
audits and network scanning must engage PCI approved third-party Qualified Security 
Assessors (QSAs) and Approved Scanning Vendors (ASVs). 


• An entity may be able to assess compliance with the PCI DSS through a singular review 
(and QSA); however, the entity would still be required to follow each payment brand’s 
respective compliance validation and reporting requirements.
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Compliance Validation Requirements: Merchants
Merchant Compliance Validation Requirements


• 50K-2.5M transactions 


• Network scan required 
quarterly


• 1-6M transactions


• Self-assessment 
questionnaire required 
annually


• Network scan required 
quarterly


• 1-6M transactions


• Self-assessment 
questionnaire required 
annually


• Network scan required 
quarterly


Level 2


• Less than 50K 
transactions


• Network scan 
recommended quarterly


• More than 20K e-
commerce, less than 
1M total transactions


• Self-assessment 
questionnaire required 
annually


• Network scan required 
quarterly


• 20K-1M e-commerce 
transactions


• Self-assessment 
questionnaire required 
annually


• Network scan required 
quarterly


Level 3


N/A• 2.5M+ transactions


• Onsite security audit 
required annually 


• Network scan required 
quarterly


American Express 
Data Security 
Operating Policy 
(DSOP)


• All other merchants


• Self-assessment 
questionnaire required 
annually


• Network scan required 
quarterly


• 6M+ transactions 
regardless of 
acceptance channel


• Onsite security audit 
required annually


• Network scan required 
quarterly


MasterCard 
Site Data Protection 
(SDP) program


• Less than 20K e-
commerce or 1M overall 
transactions


• Self-assessment 
questionnaire 
recommended annually


• Network scan 
recommended quarterly


• 6M+ transactions 
regardless of 
acceptance channel


• Onsite security audit 
required annually


• Network scan required 
quarterly


Visa 
Cardholder 
Information Security 
Program (CISP)


Level 4*Level 1Payment Brand


* Although not required by the payment brands, Acquirers may request that its Level 4 (Level 3 under DSOP) merchants submit PCI 
DSS compliance validation.
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Scope of Compliance Assessment


• For merchants required to undergo an annual onsite review, the scope of compliance 
validation is focused on any system(s) or system component(s) related to authorization 
and settlement where cardholder data is stored, processed, or transmitted, including the 
following:


– All external connections into the merchant network (e.g., employee remote access, payment 
card company, third party access for processing, and maintenance)


– All connections to and from the authorization and settlement environment (e.g., connections for 
employee access or for devices such as firewalls and routers) 


– Any data repositories outside of the authorization and settlement environment where more than 
500 thousand account numbers are stored. Note: Even if some data repositories or systems are 
excluded from the audit, the merchant is still responsible for ensuring that all systems that store, 
process, or transmit cardholder data are compliant with the PCI DSS 


– A point-of-sale (POS) environment – The place where a transaction is accepted at a merchant 
location (i.e., retail store, restaurant, hotel property, gas station, supermarket, or other POS 
location)


– If there is no external access to the merchant location (i.e., by Internet, wireless, virtual private 
network (VPN), dial-in, broadband, or publicly accessible machines such as kiosks), the POS 
environment may be excluded.


• For service providers required to undergo an annual onsite review, compliance validation 
must be performed on all system components where cardholder data is stored, 
processed, or transmitted, unless otherwise specified.
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Scope of Compliance Assessment


• Merchants and service providers also are required to conduct a network-based 
PCI Security Scan. 


– Per PCI Requirement 11.2, “Quarterly external vulnerability scans must be performed by a scan 
vendor qualified by the payment card industry” [i.e., a third-party PCI Approved Scanning Vendor 
(ASV)].


– The scope of the scan includes all Internet-facing IP addresses; however, the scope can be 
reduced by:


• Providing physical segmentation between the network segment handling cardholder data 
and other segments


• Employing appropriate logical segmentation where traffic is prohibited between the segment 
or network handling cardholder data and other networks or segments


– If an account data compromise occurs via an IP address or component not included in the scan, 
the merchant or service provider will be held responsible.
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Visa’s PCI Compliance Acceleration Program 
(CAP)


 As of March 31, 2007, Visa is fining Acquirers whose 
Level 1 and 2 merchants are storing full track, CVV2, 
or PIN data (i.e., “prohibited data”).  Fines are up to 
$10,000/month, subject to escalation in the event 
that material progress toward compliance is not 
made in a timely manner. 


 Deadlines for overall PCI Compliance are 9/30/2007 
(Level 1) and 12/31/2007 (Level 2).


 Visa will issue fines ranging from $5,000 to 
$25,000/month to Acquirers per each merchant that 
does not meet the overall PCI compliance deadlines.  


 It is highly likely that Acquirers will allocate CAP 
fines to the respective merchant.


 Acquirers whose merchants do not meet the PCI 
compliance deadlines may not be eligible for the 
best tiered interchange rates for that merchant.


AMEX’s DSOP


Fines will be issued if a merchant cannot provide 
compliance validation documentation by their 
assigned compliance deadline (10/31/2007 for 
Level 1 merchants). Fines are set at:


 $50,000 if documentation is not received by 
the first deadline.


 An additional $150,000 fee if documentation 
is not received within 30 days of the first 
deadline.


 An additional $200,000 fee if documentation 
is not received within 60 days of the first 
deadline.


MasterCard’s SDP


Reserves the right to “levy a non-compliance 
assessment on the responsible MasterCard 
member” if merchants do not meet SDP 
requirements.


Compliance Deadlines and Fines







PCI Overview:
Current Environment
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Credit Card Primer


What data is stored on a credit card and why is it important?


Magnetic Stripe (i.e., “track data”)
Contains sensitive data including cardholder name, account 
number, expiration date, CVV, and PIN verification value (PVV).
Full track information cannot be stored. 
CVV and PVV values cannot be stored.
Elements of the track that may be retained as required by 
business needs are: cardholder name, account number, 
expiration date and service code.
If stored and compromised, the data can enable production of 
counterfeit cards.


Card Validation Value or Code (e.g., CVV2, CVC2, 
CID, CAV2)


A 3 or 4 digit code that helps mail order/telephone order (MO/
TO) and eCommerce merchants validate that the customer has 
the card in their possession and that the account is legitimate.
This information cannot be stored.
If stored and compromised, the data can enable fraudulent online 
transactions.


PIN values key entered into PIN PAD devices for debit transactions also cannot be stored, even 
if encrypted (e.g., PIN blocks).
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Credit Card Primer


Processing organization that licenses members and merchants to issue and accept 
credit cards, respectively. The organization serves as an intermediary between Acquirers 
and Issuers.


Payment Brand
(e.g., Visa, MasterCard)


Business entity that is not a payment brand member or a merchant directly involved in the 
processing, storage, transmission, and switching of transaction data and cardholder information 
or both. 


This also includes companies that provide services to merchants, services providers or 
members that control or could impact the security of cardholder data (e.g., service providers 
that provide managed firewalls, IDS and other services, hosting providers). 


Service Provider 
(e.g., Processor, 
Gateway, Hosting 
Provider)


Any business that, having met the qualification standards of a payment brand and having 
been approved by any Acquiring member, accepts payment cards in exchange for goods 
and services. 


Merchant


The financial institution (i.e., a licensed member of a payment brand) that holds contractual 
agreements with and issues cards to cardholders. Also responsible for managing cardholder 
accounts and approving authorizing requests.


Issuer


Payment brand member that maintains relationships and accounts for merchants that accept 
payment cards. Serves as the intermediary figure between merchants and the payment brands.


Acquirer


DescriptionEntity


Who are the key credit card entities?
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Credit Card Primer


How does a transaction get processed?
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Common Schemes and Attacks


• Examples of traditional credit card-based schemes and attacks include:
– Skimming: Using a small device to steal information from a card’s magnetic stripe. This 


information is used to create counterfeit cards and make fraudulent purchases. 
– Postal theft: Intercepting new or renewed credit cards in transit to the appropriate cardholder.


• Over time, traditional attacks have “improved” – more professional perpetrators (e.g.,   
organized crime syndicates) executing more sophisticated attacks, increasing “scope of 
compromise,” robust global fraud networks, and increasingly complex fraud schemes. 
Examples include:


– Gift card fraud: A 2nd generation fraud scheme in which stolen credit card data is used to 
purchase gift cards to “extend the life of the card” after the original card is reported missing.


• Gift cards also used in combination with skimming activities – perpetrator skims card in the 
store, makes a duplicate, waits for a customer to activate the card.


• Counterfeit gift cards can be sold on gift card swap sites (e.g., cardavenue.com, 
swapagift.com) that allow customers to buy and trade gift cards online.


– Credit card manufacturing websites: Underground Websites that market illegally manufactured 
credit cards using stolen credit card data. 


• Shadowcrew.com trafficked in at least 1.7M stolen credit card numbers and caused total 
losses in excess of $4M through illegally manufactured credit cards.


• Websites commonly operated by organized crime syndicates.
• Both traditional and contemporary schemes and attacks are alive and well today.
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Industry View


• Payment card fraud has reached a new level of intensity and consumer awareness due to 
a series of significant, recent public security breaches, including:


– TJX (TJ Maxx): Late 2006 compromise of more than 94 million credit and debit card numbers 
over a period of more than 18 months


– Organized Skimming: Thirteen individuals indicted on 4/20/07 on charges related to a U.S. 
restaurant-based organized credit card-skimming operation (i.e., 40 restaurants across five 
states) that has resulted in more than $3 million worth of fraudulent activity


– CardSystems: Compromise in 2005 that exposed more than 40 million credit card numbers


– DSW: Compromise in 2005 that exposed more than 1.4 million credit card numbers


• Impacts of card breaches include, but are not limited to:
– Significant brand impact associated with public notification of data breach


– Fines levied by federal agencies (i.e., FTC)


– Payment brand fines and dispute resolution costs


– Lawsuits


– Prevailing industry and customer perception of correlation between data breach and identity theft
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Focus on PCI


• The increase in frequency and size of data breaches, as well as escalating counterfeit 
credit card fraud, has intensified scrutiny around how cardholder data is protected.


• The PCI DSS focuses on this issue through prescriptive requirements that target 
protection of cardholder data, especially within retail environments. 


• As a result, the industry presence and relevance of the PCI DSS continues to grow:


Various payment brand standards 
have now consolidated into the PCI 
DSS, which serves as the centralized 
foundation for compliance with the 
individual payment brand programs.


The PCI Security Standards Council is 
comprised of stakeholders from the 
major payment brands.  The focus of 
the council includes broad adoption of 
the PCI DSS and active participation 
from all payment processing 
stakeholders.


Payment brands are instituting more 
significant countermeasures to non-
compliance (e.g., fines, termination 
of card acceptance agreements).


Certain states have or are 
considering legislation that is in 
alignment with or specifically 
references PCI compliance (e.g., 
Minnesota’s Plastic Card Security 
Act).
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Merchant Compliance Status


Source: Visa “Merchant PCI DSS Compliance Update” (available at http://usa.visa.com/merchants/risk_management/cisp_merchants.html)
Update: “PCI Compliance Continued to Grow in 2007” (available at http://corporate.visa.com/md/nr/press753.jsp )



http://usa.visa.com/merchants/risk_management/cisp_merchants.htm

http://corporate.visa.com/md/nr/press753.jsp





PCI Overview:
Key Considerations
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Common Compliance Challenges


• Based on our work with clients, the following are common issues encountered during 
compliance assessment and remediation:


– Point of Sale (POS) systems store magnetic stripe data by default (3.2) or are otherwise non-
compliant


– Cardholder data is not encrypted in storage (3.4)


– Access to cardholder data is not logged and may not be technically feasible (10.2.1)


– Network segmentation is not implemented (1.3)


– Unprotected wireless connections (2.1.1)


– Inability to patch appliances and applications


– File integrity monitoring not implemented (11.5)


• Best practice until June 30, 2008 after which it will become a requirement:  Ensure that all 
web-facing applications are protected against known attacks by applying either of the 
following:


– Having all custom application code reviewed for common vulnerabilities by an organization that 
specializes in application security


– Installing an application layer firewall in front of web-facing applications
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On the Road to Compliance


• Understand your level designation and whether it might change, related due dates and 
acquirer expectations across all card brands.


• Focus on building relationships with your acquirer(s) and key vendors (e.g. POS vendors, 
service providers); they will be quite important.


• Understand and communicate your electronic payments strategy; it will drive many of the 
decisions you make when evaluating compliance solution options.


• Integrate the PCI DSS requirements into your security program; do not manage them 
separately.


• Conduct a data flow analysis and system “inventory” effort to understand the complete 
lifecycle of the (cardholder) data you wish to protect and be certain to challenge what you 
are told.


• Prioritize (i.e., risk rank) critical systems, applications and components, conduct a 
security review, identify gaps, and manage remediation from an enterprise perspective.


• Take a strategic approach to remediation and consider all of the alternatives (e.g., data 
masking, data removal, “footprint” reduction, outsourcing, compensating controls).
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Protect Cardholder Data and Yourself


 Limit the data you store:  know exactly what you 
NEED to store and store ONLY that.  Know what 
your POS application is storing and validate that no 
track 1 or track 2 data resides on any system.


 Protect cardholder data in all hard copy formats as 
well (e.g. receipts, etc.).


 Understand how the PCI standards apply to you and 
your store environment. To the extent possible, 
understand your entire payment chain.


 Focus on security when dealing with key service 
providers: web design and hosting companies, 
payment processors, POS systems integrators, etc.  
(Are they are PCI compliant?   Do they store track 
data?  What safeguards do they have in place to 
protect your customers?)


 Be aware of social engineering attempts


 You don’t have to be big to be a target.  Criminals 
are opportunistic.


At the Check-out Line


 Check the front of the card for security 
features.


 Check the back of the card for signature.


 The name, account number and signature on 
the receipt should match those on the card.   
(You can ask for ID but cannot make 
providing it a condition of the sale.)


 In face to face transactions, merchants are 
generally not liable for fraud when the 
transaction is PROPERLY authorized, which 
includes receiving an electronic authorization.


Tips for Smaller Merchants


Internet/Catalog Sales


 CVV2, the three digit code printed on or to the 
right of the signature panel helps internet 
merchants verify their customers have the 
actual card in their possession.


 The card companies offer additional services 
to help you (e.g. AVS, Code 10 auth, etc.).


 Go to the card company web sites for further 
information (warning signs of fraud, etc.).







Q&A
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About Deloitte & Touche LLP’s Security & Privacy Services


• The ongoing mission of Security & Privacy Services is to work with our clients to shape 
the advancement and evolution of security solutions. By working together, we can 
improve enterprise security and value, bring new solutions to market and develop risk 
aware programs and processes.


• The Security & Privacy Services professionals of Deloitte & Touche LLP are uniquely 
positioned to design, develop, and implement industry-leading information security 
solutions for businesses. We bring together many years of industry experience with the 
innovation and knowledge of nearly 1,500 professionals who deliver a complete range of 
security and privacy services across all industries.


• We offer comprehensive customized solutions that will help our clients maximize 
opportunities and master their most pressing and complex challenges. We value our clients 
and commit ourselves to their success. 


– Privacy & Data Protection


– Security Management


– Vulnerability Management


– Application Security/Integrity 


– Business Continuity Management


– Identity & Access Management


– Infrastructure & Operations Security
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Overview: What we will be discussing 


Section 1: Defining medical identity theft  
Section 2: Harms from medical identity theft
Section 3: How this crime operates: methodologies 
Section 4: What can be done? Key issues to focus on 







Section 1  Defining medical ID theft


Key question for this section: 
What is medical identity theft, and how is it different from the standard 
forms of fraud healthcare providers have been dealing with for years? 







1. Medical identity theft is......  


Medical identity theft occurs when someone uses a person’s name and 
sometimes otherparts of their identity – such as insurance information 
-- without the person’s knowledge or consent to obtain medical 
services or goods, or uses the person’s identity informationto make 
false claims for medical services or goods. Medical identity theft 
frequently results in erroneous entries being put into existing medical 
records, and can involve thecreation of fictitious medical records in the 
victim’s name.  World Privacy Forum, May 2006
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2. Medical identity theft is not financial forms of identity theft 
that simply occur in a healthcare environment.


-Think medical files, not shopping sprees
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3. Medical identity theft is a subset of healthcare fraud, with key 
differentiators:
	
	 -harm to victim 
	 -recourse 
	 -legal remedies 
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4. Medical identity theft operates in several well-known ways:


	 -insider
	 -outsider 
	 -takeover 
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Section 2  Harms from medical ID theft 


Key question for this section: 
What are the unique harms that medical ID theft brings to individuals and 
institutions? 







Harms to individuals


1. Medical identity theft can wreak havoc on victim’s lives:


-changes to the medical file
-changes to insurance billing codes 
-insurance caps reached
-changes to credit report (collections)
-changes to insurance rates
-problems with employment, insurance, even law enforcement 
(drug seeking behavior) 
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Harms to individual health care providers


2. Health care providers (especially physicians) may also have 
identities stolen as part of this crime. 


-law enforcement 
-licensing 
-access 
-legal fees  
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Harms to institutional providers


3. Institutional providers suffer a number of harms from this 
crime that go beyond insurance write-offs


-reputational 
-legal fees
-insurance 
-law enforcement 
-costs of overreaction/underreaction 
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Key question for this section:
How does this crime operate in the health care setting, and what 
can we learn from what we know?  


Section 3  Methodologies: how it happens  







1. Insider


Case studies:


-Cleveland Clinic- Machado
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2. Outsider:


-hacking, data breach
-  “one-off”


Case Studies:


-Ryan
-Sample 
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3. Clinic takeover 


Case studies:


-Dzugha
-Northern California  
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4. Risk to note: 


- Overcollection of biometric ID from patients


- Association of biometric or ID with perpetrator. Palm scan,  
even DNA association. 
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Key question for this section:
What are the key issues at work here, and what are the key 
solutions? 
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Eight best responses/practices to medical identity 
theft 
Excerpted from World Privacy Forum document 8 Best Practices / Responses to MIT:  
http://www.worldprivacyforum.org/medicalidtheftresponses.html


1. National level procedures with ALL STAKEHOLDERS not 
just industry insiders. 


2. Red Flag Alerts 


3. John / Jane Doe File Extractions 


4. Dedicated, trained personnel 
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Eight best responses/practices to MIT, continued


5.  Focus on the right approach (INSIDE not outside)


6. Risk assessment for MIT 


7. Training materials and education for the health care sector


8. Education for patients and victims 


For a detailed explanation of these best responses, please see 
http://www.worldprivacyforum.org/medicalidtheftresponses.html
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Key Resources 


World Privacy Forum Medical Identity Theft Report: 
- This is the only major report on medical identity theft, and 
was the first research to be published on this topic. 
http://www.worldprivacyforum.org/pdf/
wpf_medicalidtheft2006.pdf


World Privacy Forum FAQ for victims:
-Most complete, thorough, accurate resource for victims. 
http://www.worldprivacyforum.org/
FAQ_medicalrecordprivacy.html
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Key Resources 


World Privacy Forum Medical Identity Theft Page
-This is the page to go to for all updates to medical identity 
theft issues. 


http://www.worldprivacyforum.org/medicalidentitytheft.html
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Californians’ Attitudes 
Towards Privacy of 


Location Data
Research by: Jennifer King and Chris Jay 


Hoofnagle, Samuelson Law, Technology & Public 
Policy Clinic, 


UC Berkeley Law
Cyber Safe California Summit 2008


March 4, 2008







Our Methods
• Golden Bear Omnibus Survey


• RDD, wireline and wireless telephonic 
poll, conducted by UC-B Survey 
Research Office


• 1,186 interviews, 15.9% response 
rate


• April 30, 2007 - September 2, 2007


• California Only


• English and Spanish speaking adults







Most Californians Understand that 
Police Can Track Location Through 


Wireless Phones







Californians Support Emergency 
Access to Location Data







Californians Favor a Subpoena 
Standard for Location Data







Californians More Strongly Favor a 
Warrant Standard







Westin’s Taxonomy of Privacy
• Alan Westin has long divided Americans 


into three groups--the privacy 
fundamentalist, the privacy pragmatist, 
and the privacy unconcerned.







All Three Agree with Emergency 
Tracking







Unconcerned More Supportive of 
Subpoena Standard







Unconcerned Don’t Support 
Warrant Standard
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YAHOO! Inc.


Cyber Safe California







YAHOO! Inc.


Privacy @ Yahoo!


Building Trust by providing:
• Notice
• Choice
• Positive User Experience
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Challenges in the Mobile Space


• Small screen
• Limited handset functionality 
• Emerging phone standards
• Rapid advances in technology







YAHOO! Inc.


Notice of Location Functionality







YAHOO! Inc.


ZoneTag Privacy 


“Some locations are more 
private than others”







YAHOO! Inc.


ZoneTag Privacy Options







YAHOO! Inc.


In Conclusion


• Nascent fast-changing market
• Start privacy discussions early
• Provide clear notice and choice
• Re-evaluate as new technologies 


emerge







YAHOO! Inc.


Thank You!
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Preventing Identity Theft
What You Can Do To Reduce Your Risk
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Outline
California Office of Privacy Protection
What is identity theft?
What you can do to protect yourself
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COPP Functions
Consumer assistance
Education and information
Coordination with law enforcement
Best practice recommendations
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Identity Theft
What it is and how it affects consumers and 
businesses.
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What is identity theft?
Obtaining someone’s personal information 
and using it for any unlawful purpose 


Financial: Existing accounts, new accounts
Services: Employment, Medical
Criminal
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Incidence of Identity Theft
8.4 million in 2006


3.7% of adults
Includes 1 million Californians


18-24 year olds most likely to be victims


Source: Javelin, 2/07
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Impact of ID Theft on Economy
Total cost of identity 
theft in U.S. in 2006


$49 Billion


Source: Javelin, 2/07
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How ID Thieves Get Your Info


Online 
Purchases


2%


Don't know 
58%


Lost/Stolen
20%


In Home Person
6%


Other
1%


Breaches
1%


Online
5%


Transaction
6%


Source: BBB/Javelin, 1/06


Organizations 
in control 11%


Consumers in 
control 31%


Don’t 
know 
58%
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Preventing Identity Theft
What You Can Do
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Protect Your Personal Information
Treat your personal 
info like it’s worth 
money.


$It is!
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Protect Your SSN: Key to ID Theft
CA law prohibits public posting or display of 
SSN
For details, see our CIS 4, Your Social 
Security Number.
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Don’t Carry Too Much Info
Don’t carry too 
much personal 
information on you.


Not Social Security 
card.
Less info on checks.
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Ask Questions
Ask questions when 
info requested 
seems inappropriate.


Why do you need 
this info?
Is there an 
alternative?
How will you 
protect it?
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Be Careful Whom You Tell
Don’t give out personal 
info unless you 
initiated the contact.


Telephone scams
Internet “phishing”
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Mail Safely
Mail bills at Post Office, 
locked mail-drop or in blue 
USPS boxes.


Don’t leave mail in your 
mailbox overnight.


Pick up checks at your 
bank.


Hold mail delivery when 
you’re out of town.
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Review Your Statements
Open your credit card bills and bank 
statements when they arrive and read 
carefully.
Report problems promptly to limit your 
liability.
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Use a Shredder
Shred documents 
before discarding.


Bills with account 
numbers.
Catalog covers and 
inserts.
Pre-approved credit 
offers
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Get Off the Lists
For Details, see our CIS 5, Leave Me Alone -


Get off marketing lists. 


Sign-up for the National Do Not Call Registry
Call 888-382-1222 or online @ 
www.donotcall.gov


Stop pre-approved credit offers: 
Call 1-888-5-OPTOUT or 
www.optoutprescreen.com
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Protect Your Home Computer
Use strong passwords
Protective software -


Run and update regularly


Set browser security settings to at least “medium”
Online Resources:


www.StaySafeOnline.Org
www.OnGuardOnline.Gov
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Shop Safely Online
Check out the company - Street address, 
working phone number.
Check out privacy practices - Read policy 
before entering personal info 
Check out site security - https in address 
bar and locked padlock icon.
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Review Your Credit Reports


Review your reports at least once a year


FREE annual credit report
Order by phone, online, or by mail


See our CIS 11, “How to Order Your Free 


Annual Credit Reports”
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What To Look For


ACCOUNTS – Look for accounts you don’t 
recognize


INQUIRIES – Look in the “inquiries”
section for inquiries you didn’t initiate


PERSONAL INFO – Addresses where 
you’ve never lived, other names, other SSN
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Freeze Your Credit Files
Stop access to your credit history – unless you 
authorize it.


No instant credit – wait 3 days
“Thaw” when you want to apply for new credit


$10 x 3 credit bureaus = $30 
Also $10 to thaw
Free to identity theft victims


See our CIS 10: How to Freeze Your Credit Files.
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Signs of Identity Theft
Missing bills or other mail.
Calls from debt collectors on accounts you 
don’t recognize.
Discrepancies in your credit report:


Accounts you don’t recognize.
“Inquiries” you don’t recognize.
Home address where you’ve never lived.
SSN or name that aren’t yours.
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What to Do If You’re a Victim 
Call affected creditor(s)/accounts.


Report ID theft, ask to have charges removed.
Close account, open new with password.


File report with local law enforcement.
Provide details and update as needed.
Get copy of report.


Call credit bureau fraud departments: single call. 
Place fraud alert on files.
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Fraud Alerts
Place a Fraud alert by calling any one of the 
three national credit bureaus: Equifax, 
Experian, or TransUnion.
Fraud alert is free and lasts 90-days
Confirmation letters will arrive in 5-7 days 
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Free Reports with Fraud Alert
Letters of confirmation tell how to get your 
free credit report.
This free report is in addition to your right to 
a free annual credit report from each credit 
bureau.
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Ongoing Vigilance to Reduce Your Risk


Monitor records regularly


Freeze credit files


Get off marketing lists


Shred, shred, shred…
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California Office of Privacy Protection
1625 N. Market Blvd., Suite S202
Sacramento, CA 95834
1-866-785-9663
email: privacy@dca.ca.gov
www.privacy.ca.gov


CONTACT COPP
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  Workshop 6: Your Patient Privacy Rights 


Confidentiality of Medical Information Act (CMIA) Highlights 
CA Civil Code Section 56 


 
Definitions: 
Sec. 56.05(f) "Marketing" does NOT include communications that encourage purchase or use of a 
product or service that are made without compensation or remuneration; communications to a health care 
plan subscriber about a product or service under the plan; or [the exception that swallows whatever is left 
of the rule] communications tailored to an individual that educate or advise about treatment options. 
  
56.05(g) "Medical information" is any personally identifiable medical information, in any form, held by 
or derived from a health care provider, health care plan, drug company, or any of their contractors. 
 
56.05 (j) "Provider of health care" means any person licensed or certified according to sections 500 to 
4999.7 of the Business & Professions Code; the Osteopathic Initiative Act or the Chiropractic Initiative 
Act; any person certified under Sec. 1797-1797.8 of the Health & Safety Code, which regulate emergency 
medical services and EMT; any clinic, health dispensary, or health facility licensed under Sec. 1200, et 
seq, of the Health & Safety Code.  "Provider of health care" does not include insurance institutions as 
defined in subdivision (k) of Sec. 791.02 of the Insurance Code: "Insurance institution" shall not include 
agents, insurance-support organizations, or health care  service plans regulated pursuant to the Knox-
Keene Health Care Service Plan Act, Chapter 2.2 of Division 2 of the Health & Safety Code. 
 
56.06 Definition of health care provider was modified by AB1298, signed into law in 2007. AB 1298 
extends the CMIA to all personal health records businesses by deleting the word “primary” from the 
statute. The distinction is important, because the intention of this change is to bring RHIOs or health 
information exchange organizations under the CMIA .Not federally pre-empted. The change is as follows: 
(a) Any corporation organized for the primary purpose of maintaining medical information in order to 
make the information available to the patient or to a provider of health care at the request of the patient or 
a provider of health care, for purposes of diagnosis or treatment of the patient, shall be deemed to be a 
provider of health care subject to the requirements of this part. However, nothing in this section shall be 
construed to make a corporation specified in this subdivision a provider of health care for purposes of any 
law other than this part, including laws that specifically incorporate by reference the definitions of this 
part. 
 
56.07(a) Right of access to medical records. You have the right to access any of your medical records, 
from whatever entity holds them, and to receive a copy free of charge, by making a written request.  
 
56.10(a) Disclosure of medical records. Prior patient authorization required for disclosure of medical 
records. Exceptions for treatment, payment and business operations (TPO), however, swallow the rule. 
Although you are asked to sign a consent form, your consent is a formality because, with these broad—
and in the case of business operations, poorly defined—exceptions, you have very little protection against 
disclosure. The CMIA also has a number of disclosure exceptions that go beyond HIPAA, including those 
involving legal process (i.e., lawsuits) and law enforcement. Of concern is a requirement of disclosure of 
an employee’s medical information that is related to his employment when the employer is the health care 
provider and an employee requests medical leave; an exception to the disclosure requirement exists if the 
employer itself is not the health care provider that has created the medical record. Contractor and third 
parties that receive patient medical records for whatever purpose are prohibited from disclosing it to 
anyone not providing direct health care services to the subject of the records. 
 
56.1007. Disclosure to patient-identified friends and relations is permitted; if consent is 
unobtainable, such disclosure is at provider’s discretion. This is a poorly understood and arbitrarily 
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applied provision. It was added to the CMIA when patients’ relatives were unable to find out if someone 
was actually in a hospital, let alone what their condition was.   
 
56.101 Confidential disposal of records required. Tossing records into a dumpster is not confidential 
disposal. 
 
56.104 Disclosure of psychotherapy records. No unauthorized or unconsented disclosure of outpatient 
psychotherapy records; law enforcement exception.  
 
56.105 Lawsuits: In a legal action involving a health care provider’s negligence, the patient (and 
plaintiff) must release records to the provider’s insurers and lawyers 
 
56.13 Secondary disclosure of medical information. An authorized recipient of information may not 
redisclose it without new authorization—i.e., no secondary disclosure based on original consent—subject 
to the exception in Sec. 56.10 that allows secondary disclosure to a health care service provider if it’s for 
direct treatment of a patient. AND 56.14—providers, health plans and contractors shall tell those it passes 
medical information onto of any limits on its authorized use. Good faith compliance relieves them of 
liability for any unauthorized use by recipients. 
 
56.16 Facility directory exception. Barring patient’s specific written request to the contrary, provider 
can release general information about a person’s condition in response to an inquiry. Includes name, 
address, gender, general description of condition or injury, patient’s condition and anything that’s not 
medical information under Sec. 56.05.1  
 
 56.17 Genetic information. Willful or negligent disclosure of personally identifiable genetic information 
subject to civil penalties. Sets fairly strict requirements for authorization of such a disclosure. 
 
56.20 Employer responsibilities regarding employee medical information. Employers must ensure 
confidentiality of employee medical information they receive and protect it from disclosure. Exception 
appears to gut the rule: 56.20(b) No employee shall be discriminated against in terms or conditions of 
employment due to that employee's refusal to sign an authorization under this part.  However, nothing in 
this section shall prohibit an employer from taking such action as is necessary in the absence of medical 
information due to an employee's refusal to sign an authorization under this part. [Note: this is CA only; 
not covered under HIPAA] 
 
56.26-56.265 Third parties held to same standards. No unauthorized disclosure by payers’ 
administrators or their contractors, except as reasonably necessary to administer or maintain the payer’s 
program. 
 
56.30 Exceptions to disclosure of mental health information [no HIPAA preemption]: Records may 
be disclosed for provision of state mental health services, social services and public health; for purposes 
of licensing and statistics; in the context of medical surveys or worker safety studies; in relation to 
investigation of industrial accidents; in relation to investigation of employment related accidents or 


                                                 
1 An exception that appears to swallow the rule: 56.05(g) "Medical information" means any individually 
identifiable information, in electronic or physical form, in possession of or derived from a provider of health care, 
health care service plan, pharmaceutical company, or contractor regarding a patient's medical history, mental or 
physical condition, or treatment.  "Individually identifiable" means that the medical information includes or 
contains any element of personal identifying information sufficient to allow identification of the individual, such as 
the patient's name, address, electronic mail address, telephone number, or social security number, or other 
information that, alone or in combination with other publicly available information, reveals the individual's identity. 
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illness; when federal alcohol and drug abuse regulations apply; when the information is patient discharge 
data; to the Insurance Commissioner or Department of Insurance, the Director or Department of Managed 
Health Care, the Division of Industrial Accidents, the Workers' Comp Appeals Board. 
 
56.31 HIV: Disclosure of any information re HIV status requires written authorization unless it’s a claim 
involving exposure to HIV in the course of employment.  
 
56.37 Treatment may not be contingent on disclosure. Disclosure of medical information may not be 
required as a condition of treatment, but may be required as a condition of obtaining health insurance. 
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Tips for Safeguarding Your Medical Information  
 
1. Educate yourself and find out as much as you can about the privacy practices of your 
health care provider and health plan. Read notices and ask questions if you don't understand.  
 
The federal privacy rule HIPAA requires that your health care provider give you notice of its 
privacy practices -- how your medical information is used and disclosed. You should get a notice 
the first time you visit your doctor, hospital, dentist, chiropractor, laboratory, or other provider. HIPAA 
stands for Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.    
 
2. Talk to your health care provider about your confidentiality concerns. Ask how the 
provider shares patient data within the office and with affiliates.  
 
3. Remember, you are not just a patient but also a consumer of health care. Like any 
consumer, you can shop for the best privacy deal around.  
 
Also, be aware that, as a consumer, you can become a debtor. Unpaid medical bills can be 
referred to a collection agency or end up as a negative entry on your credit report. The 
insurance payment process can be complicated and confusing. Be sure to stay on top of your 
medical bills and dispute matters in writing with both the health provider and insurance company 
when you think errors have been made. Attempt to resolve disputes before bills are referred to a 
collection agency and/or the credit bureaus.  
 
4. Read authorizations carefully. Make your choices about restrictions on authorizations 
known, and refuse to sign any you are not comfortable with. Keep in mind, authorization forms 
may ask for your permission to disclose your health information for multiple purposes. One type 
of authorization is the use of your medical data for marketing. You may withdraw your 
authorization if you later decide you made the wrong choice.  
 
Because the federal medical privacy rule, HIPAA, authorizes so many different types of 
disclosures without patient approval, you should be suspicious anytime that someone asks you 
to sign an authorization form for disclosure of health information. Make sure that the 
authorization is for your benefit and not someone else's.  
 
5. Exercise your right to obtain a copy of your medical records . You have a right to get a 
copy of your medical records under both California and federal law. Make sure your information 
is accurate. Request that incorrect information be corrected or amended. Keep in mind, your 
health care provider has the final word on changes and amendments to health records. See the 
sample letter for requesting a copy of your medical records, 
www.privacyrights.org/Letters/medical2.htm   
 
6. Consider compiling a personal health record (PHR). This may include copies of your 
medical files and other information related to your health such as diet and exercise programs. 
But think twice before establishing a web-based PHR. Such sensitive information is more safely 
secured on your own computer, so long as you use a strong firewall and proven security 
software. You might prefer paper-only files. Make sure they are stored securely in your home. 
 
For more on keeping a personal health file, see the 2008 report by the World Privacy Forum,  
www.worldprivacyforum.org/personal_health_records.html  Also, see the PRC's Alert 
www.privacyrights.org/ar/keepmedfile.htm .  
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7. Request that communications be made in a way that you choose. For example, you can 
request that you be called at your cell phone number rather than home phone, or that mailings 
be sent to your P.O. Box rather than your residential address.  
 
8. Complain if you feel your rights have been violated or your concerns have been ignored. 
You can file a complaint with both the provider and the federal Office of Civil Rights (OCR). (See 
below.)  Many problems can be resolved by going directly to the health care provider before you 
contact U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services OCR.  
 
9. Contact your representatives in Congress and in your state legislature if you feel stronger 
laws to protect your medical privacy are needed.  
 
10. A final word about complaints:  Registering your complaint with your health care provider, 
the Office of Civil Rights, and your Congressional representatives might not result in immediate 
change. But by complaining, you are educating others about situations that you feel violate your 
privacy. You are also alerting lawmakers to deficiencies in health privacy law. You are not likely 
to see changes overnight, but if enough people speak out, we might see improvements in the 
future. 
 
About the Medical Information Bureau (MIB) 
 
The Medical Information Bureau (MIB) is a central database of medical information shared by 
insurance companies. Approximately 15 million Americans and Canadians are on file in the 
MIB's computers. About 600 insurance firms use the services of the MIB primarily to obtain 
information about life insurance and individual health insurance policy applicants (not group 
plans). Because the MIB is neither a health care provider, health care plan, nor health care 
clearinghouse, it is not covered by HIPAA.  
 
The MIB does not have a file on everyone. But if you have an MIB file, you will want to be sure it 
is correct. You can obtain a copy for free once a year by calling (866) 692-6901 or by visiting the 
company's web site at www.mib.com/html/request_your_record.html.  
 
The MIB’s mailing address is:  Medical Information Bureau, P.O. Box 105, Essex Station, 
Boston, MA 02112.   E-mail: infoline@mib.com   Web: www.mib.com.  
 
 
Filing Complaints under HIPAA  
U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services (HHS), Office of Civil Rights 
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.,  Washington, D.C., 20201 
Phone: (866) 627-7748 
Or email: OCRComplaint@hhs.gov 
Web:  www.hhs.gov/ocr/hipaa  
Regional Office for California: 
U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services, Office of Civil Rights, Region IX 
90 - 7th Street, Suite 4-100,  San Francisco, CA 94103 
Phone (415) 437-8310 
Web address for all regional offices: www.hhs.gov/ocr/regmail.html  
 
This guide is excerpted from Privacy Rights Clearinghouse Fact Sheet 8a, “HIPAA Basics: Medical 
Privacy in the Electronic Age,”  Web: www.privacyrights.org/fs/fs8a-hipaa.htm    
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What Is a Personal Health Record? 


 
Excerpted from “My PHR,” a web site of the American Health Information 
Management Association – www.myphr.com (web site visited Feb. 22, 2008) 
http://www.myphr.com/what/what_is_a_health_record.asp  


Every time you visit your doctor, hospital, or another healthcare provider, they create a record of 
your visit. This information is then compiled into what is known as your health record. Your 
health record is used by doctors, nurses, and other medical staff to ensure you receive quality 
healthcare. It serves as: 


• Basis for planning your care and treatment  
• Means by which doctors, nurses, and others caring for you can talk to one another about 


your needs  
• Legal document describing the care you received  
• Verification that services billed were actually provided  


What Does Your Personal Health Record Contain?  


The specific content of your health record depends on the type of healthcare you have received. 
Listed below are documents common to most health records and additional documents that 
accompany hospital stays or surgery. 


Reports Common to Most Health Records: 


• Identification Sheet – A form originated at the time of registration or admission. This 
form lists your name, address, telephone number, insurance, and policy number.  


• Problem List – A list of significant illnesses and operations you have had.  
• Medication Record – A list of medicines prescribed or given to you. This form often lists 


any medication allergies you may have.  
• History and Physical – A document that describes any major illnesses and surgeries 


you have had, any significant family history of disease, your health habits, and current 
medications. It also states what the physician found when he or she examined you.  


• Progress Notes – Notes made by the doctors, nurses, therapists, and social workers 
caring for you that reflect your response to treatment, their observations and plans for 
continued treatment.  


• Consultation – An opinion about your condition made by a physician other than your 
primary care physician. Sometimes a consultation is performed because your physician 
would like the advice and counsel of another physician.  


• Physician's Orders – Your physician's directions to other members of the healthcare 
team regarding your medications, tests, diets, and treatments.  


• Imaging and X-ray Reports – Describe the findings of x-rays, mammograms, 
ultrasounds, and scans. The actual films are maintained in the radiology or imaging 
departments or on a computer.  


• Lab Reports – Describe the results of tests conducted on body fluids. Common 
examples include a throat culture, urinalysis, cholesterol level, and complete blood count 
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(CBC). Surprisingly, your health record does not usually contain your blood type. Blood 
typing is not part of routine lab work.  


• Immunization Record – A form documenting immunizations given for disease such as 
polio, measles, mumps, rubella, and the flu. Parents should maintain a copy of their 
children's immunization records with other important papers.  


• Consent and Authorization Forms – Copies of consents for admission, treatment, 
surgery, and release of information.  


Additional Reports Common to Hospital Stays or Surgery: 


• Operative Report – A document that describes surgery performed and gives the names 
of surgeons and assistants.  


• Pathology Report – Describes tissue removed during an operation and the diagnosis 
based on examination of that tissue.  


• Discharge Summary – A concise summary of a hospital stay, including the reason for 
admission, significant findings from tests, procedures performed, therapies provided, 
response to treatment, condition at discharge, and instructions for medications, activity, 
diet, and follow-up care.  


Your records may contain some or all of the forms above. Depending upon your illness or injury, 
you may use the services of the emergency room, intensive care unit, a physical therapist, or 
home health nurse. Often these specialized services have unique evaluation, measurement, 
and progress forms you may also find in your health record. 


Important information your PHR should include:  


• Personal identification, including name and birth date  
• People to contact in case of emergency  
• Names, addresses, and phone numbers of your physician, dentist, and specialists  
• Health insurance information  
• Living wills, advance directives, or medical power of attorney  
• Organ donor authorization  
• A list and dates of significant illnesses and surgical procedures  
• Current medications and dosages  
• Immunizations and their dates  
• Allergies or sensitivities to drugs or materials, such as latex  
• Important events, dates, and hereditary conditions in your family history  
• Results from a recent physical examination  
• Opinions of specialists  
• Important tests results; eye and dental records  
• Correspondence between you and your provider(s)  
• Current educational materials (or appropriate web links) relating to your health  
• Any information you want to include about your health – such as your exercise regimen, 


any herbal medications you take and any counseling you may receive  


Question: If I don't have access to a computer can I still keep a PHR?
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A: Yes. A simple file folder with copies of your health records can be very valuable in 
documenting your health. Electronic PHRs may be more efficient than paper, especially once 
more physicians move to electronic health records, but the important thing is to have a single 
source of your health information, in whatever format you choose. 


 
Where to Obtain Forms to Compile Your Own PHR 
http://www.myphr.com/your_record/free_forms.asp  
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Discussion Scenarios 
 


Cyber Safe California, March 5, 2008 
Workshop 1E: Your Patient Privacy Rights 


 
The following health care scenarios all illustrate the difficulties posed by sharing medical 
information. They present different questions about which regulations apply; whether the federal 
HIPAA regulations pre-empt the California Confidentiality of Medical Information Act (CMIA) 
or vice-versa; and how differing levels of knowledge among all stakeholders in the health 
information IT industry lead to many inconsistent information sharing practices. There are many 
conflicting interests and few bright lines. 
 
 
Scenario 1: Transfer of health care information between providers in an emergency 
situation, when the status of the patient is uncertain. 
 
Patient A presents at the emergency room of General Hospital in California. She has been 
involved in a serious car accident. Patient A is 89 years old, a widow, and is in a confused state. 
Law enforcement personnel in the emergency room investigating the accident indicate that the 
patient was driving. There is a question concerning her possible impairment because of 
medications. Patient A’s adult daughter has told the ER staff that her mother was recently treated 
at a hospital in Arizona and that she was prescribed an anti-psychotic drug. The ER doctor 
decides that it’s necessary to obtain information about Patient A’s diagnosis and treatment in 
Arizona. 
 
Questions: 


• Is authorization required to obtain the patient’s out-of-state medical records and who 
provides it? 


• May the patient’s mental health information be released? 
 
Scenario 2: Payment and payer access to electronic health records (EHRs). 
 
Health care payer X provides health insurance coverage to many subscribers in the region health 
care provider Y serves. As part of the insurance coverage, it is necessary for Payer X’s case 
managers to approve all inpatient encounters; this requires access to patients’ health information. 
Provider Y has recently implemented an electronic health records (EHR) system. Access is 
limited to provider Y’s medical and administrative staff. Payer X requests access to the EHRs for 
their case managers, so they can have the information they need to authorize inpatient 
encounters. 
 
Questions:  


• What information may a health care provider disclose to a payer? 
 
 
 
Scenario 3: Pharmacy benefit management; permitted disclosures to PBMs. 
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Pharmacy Benefit Manager 1 (PBM 1) has a contract with Company A to review its employees 
prescription drug use and the costs of the drugs prescribed. The purpose of the review is to 
determine if PBM 1 can save Company A money on the cost of its prescription drug benefits for 
employees. The company is self-insured and currently submits its drug claims through PBM 2. 
PBM 1 has asked Company A to send its electronic prescription benefits claims to them to 
complete its review. 
 
Questions: 


• May Company A disclose its employees’ prescription benefits claims to PBM 1? 
• If so, how much information may they disclose? 


 
 
Scenario 4: Health care operations and marketing. 
 
Children’s Hospital has approximately 3700 births a year. The hospital’s marketing department 
is requesting personally identifiable data on all deliveries, including the mother’s demographic 
information and whether it was a live birth (to ensure that they contact only mothers whose 
deliveries resulted in healthy live births). The marketing department says it will use this 
information for the following purposes: 
 


1. To provide information on the hospital’s new pediatric department and its services. 
2. To solicit registration for the hospital’s parenting classes. 
3. To request donations for construction of a proposed neonatal intensive care unit. 


 
They will also sell the data to a local diaper company to use in marketing its services to new 
parents. 
 
Questions: 


• Which of these disclosures are permissible under HIPAA and/or the CMIA? 
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Two Categories 
of 


Internet Safety Resources


• EDUCATION:
I. Professional Development 
II. K-12 Curriculum
III. Assessments
IV. Library Safe Card Program


• OUTREACH:
I. Assembly Experience
II. i-MENTOR
III. i-PARENT
IV. i-FIFTY +
V. i-SHIELD







Assembly Experience







• 5 one-hour interactive 
multimedia programs for grades 
5-12:


I. Online Predators (1)
II. Cyber Security (1)
III. Intellectual Property (3)


– “What’s the Download?”
– “Music Rules:  Learn B4U Burn”
– “Donny the Downloader”


• True-life stories, videos and 
lighting


• Serves as a launch pad for the 
DRiVE Campaign


Beyond the Classroom
The Assembly Experience







Secure the Following:
• Location – date – time.
• Audio/video and lighting 


equipment.
• Student volunteers to make 


posters.
• 2 student volunteers to practice 


and read script during the assembly.
• Guest speaker (e.g., law enforcement, local celebrity, or role 


model) to share Internet safety information.


Preparation







Increase Interest
• Posters inform students they 


have entered the Internet 
Superhighway.


• Darkened room and flashing 
lights create dynamic atmosphere.


• Action video asks questions and provides 
information.


• 2 Student volunteer readers are sitting on the stage.


Pre-Show







Insert Pre-Assembly Video







Breaking news story about Internet crimes takes over 
the video screen:


Story cuts to shots 
of students commenting
about the Internet and 
Internet dangers. 
(~ 6 minutes)


Run of Show







Insert clip of Hands Across America







• 2 students on stage tell a true-
life story about an Internet 
crime that happened to 
another student.
(~8 minutes)


• True-life video recapping 
one of the stories and 
discussing how it could 
have been avoided. 


(~5 minutes)


Run of Show







Insert Christina clip







• Motivating guest speaker
gives tips and techniques 
on how to be safe and 
responsible online. 
(~5 minutes)


Run of Show







• i-SAFE Mentor or Advisor 
explains how everyone can help 
communicate the importance of 
Internet safety and conducts an 
exercise. 


(~10 minutes)


• Mentor Citizenship video.  
(~5 minutes)


Run of Show







Insert Mentor Citizenship clip.







• Art direction for crime scene, posters, and 
lighting.


• Run of show. 
• Student scripts.
• Guest speaker outline.
• i-SAFE speaker outline.
• Internet safety tips and Mentor flyers.
• Assembly videos.


The Assembly Experience CD and DVD include:


Resources
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